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Elasticity is an important property for soft tissue characterization. Local changes in 
mechanical properties of soft tissues may indicate the presence of tumors and other 
diseases. Palpation is traditionally used by physicians to detect the presence of tumors. 
However, palpation greatly depends on the experiences of physician, and is a 
subjective method for determining the tissue properties. Moreover, many parts of 
human body such as the brain and deep abdominal organs cannot be assessed simply 
by human hands. In order to quantitatively study the soft tissue mechanical properties, 
various elasticity imaging methods, including ultrasonic elastography (UE) and 
magnetic resonance elastography (MRE), have been proposed in the last two decades. 
MRE is a promising non-invasive method to quantitatively determine the properties of 
biological tissue. MRE can be divided into two categories: dynamic MRE and quasi-
static MRE, according to its external mechanical actuation method. Biological tissue 
is perturbed at high frequencies of 60-1000Hz in dynamic MRE while biological 
tissue is deformed at much lower frequencies of 0-1HZ in quasi-static MRE.  
 
Currently, quasi-static MRE has no established standards for actuation system. A new 
image acquisition system which uses a MR compatible actuator to produce an 
indentation sequence according to simulated electrocardiography (ECG) signal was 
developed for quasi-static MRE. This actuation system extends the application of 
tagged MR image sequence from heart to normal soft tissues. Experiments were 
conducted on both agar gel phantoms and human soft tissue. Conventional harmonic 
phase (HARP) image processing technique is also extended for large motion tracking 
during indentation. From tagged MR images, internal displacement field and strain of 
the imaged soft tissues are computed for quantitative elasticity reconstruction. In 
VII 
 
order to accurately calculate the internal displacement field and strain, a novel image 
processing technique called adaptive windowed harmonic phase (AWHARP) was 
proposed for tagged MR images.  
 
Nonlinear optimization method and finite element (FE) method were investigated for 
solving inverse elasticity problem. A novel elasticity reconstruction method was 
proposed for hyperelastic material models. This method combines the advantages of 
FE-based direct inverse method and nonlinear optimization algorithm. An estimation 
of the true material stiffness distribution was first determined using FE-based direct 
inverse method. This estimation was then input to Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) 
optimization algorithm as the initial guess. Final solution was obtained after the 
optimization process. Experimental results showed that soft tissue properties can be 
determined efficiently and accurately using this elasticity reconstruction method. 
 
Soft tissue indentation is affected by both compressive and tensile characteristics of 
the soft tissue. A new material characterization method using inverse FE method was 
proposed for accurate soft tissue indentation simulation. Instead of determining the 
material parameters from uniaxial stress-strain data of compressions or elongations, 
the stress-strain data from a cycle of compression and then elongation of porcine liver 
samples was used. The material parameters determined using combined compressive 
and tensile stress-strain data can simulate soft tissue indentation with good accuracies. 
However, the liver tissue is highly heterogeneous with diverting stress-strain curves. 
We proposed a probabilistic approach to model the diverting stress-strain curves of 






The work presented in this thesis advances the research of quantitative elasticity 
imaging and soft tissue characterization. Potential of quasi-static MRE as a clinical 
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CHAPTER 1      INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background and Motivations 
 
Characterization of biological tissue properties is important. Local changes in 
mechanical properties of biological tissue may indicate the presence of tumors and 
other diseases (Srinivasan et al., 2004). Pathologies often induce histological changes 
(such as inflammation, edema, fibrosis, increase in oncotic pressure, variation of 
extracellular space, etc.) and then cause bio-mechanical properties of soft tissue to 
change locally. In the case of deep venous thrombosis (DVT), stiffness of the 
thrombus is closely related to thrombus maturity, which in turn determines the 
appropriate course of treatment (Xie et al., 2005). In the case of liver fibrosis, the 
mechanical properties of liver tissue are strongly correlated with the extent of fibrosis 
(Yin et al., 2007; Castera et al., 2005; Ziol et al., 2005). Knowledge of brain material 
properties also helps to understand the mechanism of concussion and other types of 
traumatic brain injuries (TBI) (Atay et al., 2008). However, common imaging 
modalities such as ultrasonography (US), X-ray computed tomography (CT) and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) only provide spatial discrimination of soft tissue. 
Mechanical properties of soft tissue remain unknown for clinicians.  
 
For centuries, clinicians have been using manual palpation to detect pathological 
tissue changes. However, palpation greatly depends on the experiences of clinicians 
and is a subjective method to justify soft tissue properties. Limited by hand 
accessibility and tangible sensitivity, manual palpation is usually only used to detect 





mechanical properties, various elasticity imaging methods, including ultrasonic 
elastography (UE) and magnetic resonance elastography (MRE), have been proposed 
in the last two decades.  
 
A typical elasticity imaging system composes of three components: an actuator to 
perturb soft tissue in a specific manner, modalities for deformation or wave imaging, 
and inverse algorithms for elasticity reconstruction. Though both US and MRI can be 
used for motion imaging, MRI is used throughout our study since MRI has advantage 
in overall resolution and accuracy of motion and strain measurement. MRE can be 
divided into two categories: dynamic MRE and quasi-static MRE according to its 
external mechanical actuation method. In dynamic MRE, biological tissue is 
perturbed at high frequencies of 60-1000Hz for wave imaging. Elastography is 
determined from the wavelength of the propagating wave inside the imaged objects. 
In quasi-static MRE, biological tissue is deformed at much lower frequencies of 0-
1HZ for deformation imaging. Given known boundary conditions, elastography is 
determined from the measured displacement/strain images of the deformed soft tissue. 
 
MRE has been used to discriminate pathological or ablated tissues from normal ones 
of liver (Venkatesh et al., 2008; Vizzutti et al., 2009) and breast (Manduca et al., 2001, 
Sinkus et al., 2005). Knowledge of brain tissue mechanical properties determined 
using MRE has been used to help understand the natural development of brain growth 
(Sack et al., 2009). Another application of MRE is intraoperative image-guided 
surgery. The quality of diagnostic imaging, such as MRI and CT, has improved 
significantly over the last several decades. Detailed 3D images of anatomy, which 
reveal the location, shape and size of pathology, are available to surgeons prior to 
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operation. In image-guided surgery, these 3D images are registered to the patient 
during the operation in order to provide spatial navigation and guidance. This is 
usually achieved using a rigid body transformation (Carter et al., 2005). However, soft 
tissue will deform when interacting with surgical tools during surgery. Hence, the 
registered preoperative images using the rigid body transformation will no longer 
match with the actual surgical presentation. The accuracy of the spatial guidance is 
degraded. This severely limits the current application of image-guided surgery 
technology to many soft tissue organs. A potential solution to the misalignment 
between the preoperative images and surgical presentation is to use a computational 
model which can simulate deformations, and thus can warp the preoperative images to 
reflect the surgical scene. Elastography of soft tissue should facilitate the 
establishment of an accurate model to reflect the actual surgical scene during tool-
tissue interaction.  
 
1.2 Quantitative Elasticity Imaging 
 
Quantitative elasticity imaging usually refers to an imaging method which aims at soft 
tissue discrimination by accessing its mechanical properties. Quantitative elasticity 
imaging is also referred to as soft tissue elastography. At first, elastography did not 
directly display elasticity information, but rather tissue strain. One pioneering work 
was published by Ophir and co-workers who used ultrasound tracking of quasi-static 
breast compression to generate strain images (Ophir et al., 1991). The resulting strain 
images could improve the accuracy of diagnosis over ultrasound alone (Zhi et al., 
2007). One step beyond strain imaging is elasticity imaging which involves solving an 





soft tissue. The very first works of elasticity imaging were by Sumi et al. (1995), 
Skovoroda et al. (1995), Kallel and Bertrand, (1996), Sumi et al. (1998), Skovoroda et 
al. (1999).  More recent publications can be found in Barbone and Gokhale (2004), 
Sumi and Matsuzawa (2007), Barbone and Oberai (2007), Guo et al. (2008), Richards 
et al. (2009).  
 
While the concept of elastography was first proposed in ultrasound literature, a large 
number of works on elastography has been published in MRI literature. MRI is 
increasingly used for elastography due to its overall better performance than 
ultrasound. Elasticity imaging using MRI is conventionally called Magnetic 
Resonance Elastography (MRE). MRE can be divided into two categories: dynamic 
MRE and quasi-static MRE according to its external mechanical actuation method. 
Dynamic MRE determines soft tissue elastography from propagating waves inside the 
soft tissue while quasi-static MRE utilizes displacement/strain image to determine the 
soft tissue elastography. Dynamic MRE has currently been clinically used for 
assessment of hepatic fibrosis. Contrarily, quasi-static MRE is still in its developing 
stage. Generally speaking, MRE remains an active research topic since there is still 
plenty of room for improvement of both dynamic and quasi-static MRE.   
 
1.3 Dissertation Objectives and Organization 
 
MRE has gone through over twenty years of research and development. Chapter 2 
describes the current status of MRE by reviewing the literature of quantitative 
elasticity imaging, including dynamic MRE, quasi-static MRE. Different actuation 
devices and imaging sequences were introduced. In the second part of Chapter 2, 
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various tagged MR image processing techniques, including feature tracking based 
approaches and Fourier domain based approaches, were studied and discussed. 
Chapter 2 also introduces several popular inverse elasticity algorithms for soft tissue 
reconstruction. 
 
The following questions may be raised in quantitative elasticity imaging. These 
questions are addressed in this thesis. 
 
1. How to effectively and efficiently acquire images for elasticity measurement? 
 
For MRE, many papers have been published on dynamic MRE while only a few 
publications are available for quasi-static MRE. It is important to develop a new 
image acquisition system for quasi-static MRE. Dynamic MRE has been utilizing 
pneumatic actuator with phase contrast MR image sequences for wave imaging. On 
the other hand, quasi-static MRE requires a MR compatible motor of high torque to 
deform soft tissue in MR scanner and a MR compatible force sensor to record 
perturbation force during tool-tissue interaction. Most MR imaging sequences that are 
widely used for MRE require extensive programming of imaging sequence which is 
challenging and enhances the difficulty of MRE research. In this thesis, we developed 
an image acquisition system using tagged MRI, an imaging sequence widely equipped 
in almost every clinical MRI scanner. The new acquisition system should facilitate the 
development of quasi-static MRE research. 
 
Chapter 3 details the development of our new image acquisition system. We first 





compatible actuator and force sensor was described subsequently. MR compatibility 
of the actuator and force sensor was tested and signal to noise ratios (SNR) of the MR 
images were reported. The actuator was synchronized with tagged MR imaging 
sequence using simulated ECG signal and motor controlling software. 
 
2. How to process tagged MR images for fast and accurate motion tracking and 
strain calculation?  
 
Tagged MR images are not directly interpretable, sophisticated image processing 
methods are needed to produce meaningful displacement field and strain images. 
Since tagged MR image sequence is originally designed for cardiac imaging, various 
tagged MR image processing techniques have been proposed for myocardial function 
evaluation. However, accuracy and computational efficiency of the processing 
algorithms remain an active research topic.  In Chapter 4, we developed an accurate 
and fast method, adaptive windowed harmonic phase (AWHARP), for strain 
calculation from tagged MR images. Improved strain calculation should contribute to 
a better reconstruction of soft tissue elasticity. Tagged MR images of hearts with 
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy were processed and compared with that of normal 
hearts. We demonstrated that AWHARP can help clinicians to detect left ventricle 
(LV) dysfunctions and myocardial diseases by producing accurate strain images. 
 
3. How to effectively reconstruct elastography from strain images? 
 
Inverse elasticity algorithms are required to determine elastography from the 
displacement field and strain images. To date, there is a lack of effective algorithms to 
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solve inverse elasticity problems. In Chapter 5, nonlinear optimization method and 
finite element (FE) method were investigated for solving inverse elasticity problem. A 
novel elasticity reconstruction method was proposed for hyperelastic material models. 
This method combines the advantages of FE-based direct inverse method and 
nonlinear optimization method. An estimation of the true material stiffness 
distribution was first determined using the FE-based direct inverse method. This 
estimation was then input to the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) optimization algorithm 
as the initial guess. Final solution was obtained after the optimization process. We 
showed that soft tissue properties can be determined efficiently and accurately using 
this material stiffness reconstruction method. 
 
4. How to accurately model and simulate soft tissue deformation? 
 
Forward elasticity problem needs to be performed in order to solve the inverse 
elasticity problem. Finite element models are required to realistically simulate the 
deformation of soft tissue under indentation. Soft tissue indentation is affected by both 
compressive and tensile characteristics of the soft tissue. In Chapter 6, a new material 
characterization method using inverse FE method was proposed for soft tissue 
indentation simulation. Instead of determining the material parameters from uniaxial 
stress-strain data of compressions or elongations, the stress-strain data from a cycle of 
compression and then elongation of porcine liver samples was used. The material 
parameters determined using combined compressive and tensile stress-strain data can 
simulate soft tissue indentation with good accuracies. However, the liver tissue is 





stress-strain relationship of liver tissue samples, we proposed a nondeterministic 
approach to determine the liver tissue property in Chapter 7.  
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CHAPTER 2      RELATED WORKS 
 
After over twenty years of research and development, a large number of works has 
been published on MRE. To determine the current state of development, we reviewed 
the literatures of MRE by studying its components, including image acquisition 
system, image processing techniques and inverse elasticity algorithms. Different kinds 
of actuation devices and imaging sequences were first introduced. Various tagged MR 
image processing techniques, including feature tracking based approaches and Fourier 
domain based approaches, were then studied and discussed. Finally, we introduced 
several popular inverse elasticity algorithms for soft tissue elasticity reconstruction. 
 
2.1 MRE Image Acquisition  
2.1.1 Actuation Devices 
 
High-quality MR imaging requires a very stable homogeneous main magnetic field 
and linear gradient fields. Magnetic susceptible material, typically known as 
ferromagnetic metal, can cause serious distortion on images. Normal electric motors 
cannot be driven close to MR scanner due to their strong magnetic interference. It is a 
tricky task to generate required actuation without affecting the image quality. Due to 
these limitations, different non-magnetic actuation systems have been developed, 
including ultrasonic motors (Chinzei and Miller, 2001; Fu et al., 2011), hydraulic 
actuators (Gassert et al., 2006), pneumatic actuators (Yin et al., 2007, Takei et al., 
2010), electromagnetic actuators (Manduca et al., 2001; Hamhaber et al., 2003), 





(Rajendra et al., 2008). In this section, we introduced three different most often used 
actuation devices. 
 
2.1.1.1 Pneumatic Actuator 
 
Pneumatic actuator was used to vibrate liver organ by Yin et al. (2007). A speaker 
was synchronized with imaging gradient for phase contrast wave imaging. Through a 
plastic tube, the speaker applied excitation of certain frequency on liver organ 
percutaneously. The pneumatic actuator is illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Pneumatic actuator (Adapted from Yin et al., 2007) 
 
2.1.1.2 Electromagnetic Actuator 
 
An alternative method is to utilize main magnetic field and coil to introduce vibration 
to soft tissue. Typically, this kind of device uses an “excitation” coil fixed to a beam 
with the opposite end attached to the patient surface or phantom surface over an 
“actuator surface”. With the application of an alternating current to this coil, the 
resulting interaction with the static magnet field will create an alternating torque on 
the coil parallel to B0. The induced vibrations of the induction coil are carried forward 
via beam and transducer plate to the phantom surface. The type of connection 
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between the actuator and the object determines the shape of the induced shear waves 
(Manduca et al., 2001). As shown in Figure 2-2, a conventional MR imaging 
sequence is used with an additional motion-sensitizing gradient imposed along a 
specific direction, switched in polarity at some adjustable frequency. Trigger pulses 
synchronize an oscillator amplifier unit that drives an electromechanical actuator 
coupled to the surface of the object to be imaged, inducing shear waves in the object 
at the same frequency as the motion-sensitizing gradient.  
 
 
Figure 2-2. Configuration of electromechanical driver.   is the phase offset between motion sensitive 
gradient and trigger pulses, Gx, Gy and Gz are imaging gradients in the x, y and z direction 
respectively (Manduca et al., 2001) 
 
2.1.1.3 Electrostatic Film Actuator 
 
Rajendra et al. (Rajendra et al., 2008) used a high-power electrostatic linear motor 
called dual excitation multiphase electrostatic drive. This motor was composed of a 
pair of thin plastic films which were manufactured using flexible printed circuit 
technology. The motor was driven by a high three-phase AC voltage. The maximum 





a practically large force, amplitude of higher than 1kV0-P is necessary. The actuation 
system is illustrated in Figure 2-3. 
 
Figure 2-3. Electrostatic film actuator (Adapted from Rajendra et al., 2008) 
 
2.1.2 Imaging Sequences 
 
A MRI pulse sequence is a series of events comprising RF pulses, gradient waveforms, 
and data acquisition. The purpose of the sequence is to manipulate the magnetization 
in order to produce the desired signal. Pulse sequences play a central role in MR 
imaging. Many important concepts of MR are realized through pulse sequence design 
and implementation. Phase contrast method is commonly used in MRE to capture 
deformation of the imaged soft tissue. The phase accumulation theory can be 
explained as follows. For dynamic MRE, oscillating shear displacements caused by 
vibration are measured from phase images obtained by modulating the gradient field 
of the MR scanner at the vibration frequency (Muthupillai et al., 1995). Let us 
consider a magnetic field gradient with constant amplitude and frequency: 
 )cos()( 0 wtGtG

  (2.1) 
where )(tG

 is temporal functions of the magnetic gradient superimposed on the static 
magnetic field and t is time. w is the angular frequency, 0G represents the amplitude of 
the magnetic field gradient. If this oscillating gradient is applied in three orthogonal 
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directions for a constant duration  , a vector of motion-induced phase   in an nuclear 








  (2.2) 
where   is the gyro-magnetic ratio,   is the time duration of the gradient after 
excitation, )(tr

 is the nuclear spin position. If )(tr

 represents complex motion, then 
 
),()( 0 trrtr 

  (2.3) 
where 0r

 is the position of the nuclear spin at time t=0, and ),( tr

 is the 
displacement of the spin about its mean position 0r

. The magnetic gradient )(tG

 may 
be viewed as a basis function for estimating the harmonic components of the nuclear 
spin position  ⃑( ). 
If  ⃑( ) represents simple harmonic motion, then 
 





 is the displacement amplitude of the spin from the mean position, k  is the 
wave vector,   is an initial phase offset between the external vibration and the 
gradient )(tG

. If the gradient is switched in polarity at the same frequency as the spin 






























where N is the number of gradient cycles and T is the period of the mechanical 





obtained under these conditions and is proportional to the scalar product of the 
displacement amplitude vector and the gradient vector (Muthupillai et al., 1995; 
Othman et al., 2005). 
 
Three different MR pulse sequences are usually used to perform MRE imaging. For 
each one of these pulse sequences, two acquisitions were recorded by toggling the 
motion sensitizing gradients, and complex division was performed to obtain the 
phase-difference map (Othman et al., 2007). Below are the details of these imaging 
sequences. 
 
2.1.2.1 Spin-echo Phase-contrast Pulse Sequence 
 
A standard spin-echo pulse sequence was modified by introducing the motion-
sensitizing gradient in addition to the slice-selection, phase-encoding and readout 
gradients. Three schemes were used to apply the motion-sensitizing gradient to any 
single axis in which one motion sensitizing gradient waveform was added after the 
    excitation pulse but before the      refocusing pulse. A generic spin-echo phase-





Figure 2-4. Spin-echo phase-contrast pulse sequence.   is the phase offset between MSG and 
mechanical transducer, Gx, Gy and Gz are imaging gradients in the x, y and z direction respectively 
(Othman et al., 2007) 
 
 
2.1.2.2 Gradient-echo Phase-contrast Pulse Sequence 
 
A standard gradient-echo sequence was modified by introducing the bipolar gradient 
pulses (motion-sensitizing gradient) in addition to the slice-selection, phase-encoding 
and readout gradients. The motion-sensitizing gradient was synchronized with the 
oscillatory motion of the mechanical actuator. A variable phase offset   between the 
motion sensitizing gradient and the mechanical actuator was used to study shear-wave 
temporal movement by changing the timing between the motion-sensitizing gradient 
and the mechanical actuator. A general gradient-echo phase-contrast sequence is 







Figure 2-5. Gradient-echo phase-contrast pulse sequence.   is the phase offset between motion 
sensitive gradient and trigger pulses, Gx, Gy and Gz are imaging gradients in the x, y and z direction 
respectively (Manduca et al., 2001) 
 
2.1.2.3 Displacement Encoded Spin Echo Pulse Sequence 
 
Chenevert et al. (1998) proposed to use a stimulated echo sequence with 
displacement-encoding gradient pulses to image quasi-static deformation. Mechanical 
transition from state “A” to state “B” occurs during the stimulated echo mixing time, 
TM. A relatively long mixing time allows long-lived elastic vibrations to dampen 
before spatial encoding. Since the relevant magnetization during TM is longitudinal, it 
is unaffected by potentially ill-defined motions during the mechanical transition 
period. As a result, a more accurate static deformation measurement is achieved. 
Precise synchronization of mechanical and pulsed gradient events is not critical as 
long as the mechanical transition begins after the second RF pulse and completes 
before the third RF pulse. Local displacement is encoded by means of phase shift 






Figure 2-6. Displacement Encoded Spin Echo Pulse Sequence Deformation occurs during the mixing 
time (TM) such that static displacement equilibrium is achieved. Local displacement between 
deformation states ‘A’ and ‘B’ is encoded by phase shift proportional to ‘G-displacement’Gd and its 
duration   (Adapted from Chenevert et al., 1998) 
 
2.2 Tagged MR Image Processing 
 
Since the introductory of tagged MR imaging over a decade ago (Zerhouni et al., 1988; 
Axel et al., 1989), many works have been published for in vivo assessment of heart 
performance. Tagged MRI has been extensively used to measure myocardial strain in 
many recent medical research and scientific investigations (Moore et al., 1992; 
Denney et al., 1997; McVeigh et al., 1998). The use of tagged MRI has helped 
researchers to develop normal and abnormal myocardial models (McVeigh, 1996; 
Park et al., 1996; Edvardsen et al., 2002), to analyze cardiac activation patterns using 
pacemakers (McVeigh et al., 1998) and to understand the effects of treatment after 
myocardial infarction (Croisille et al., 1999, Gotte et al., 2001). Analysis of the 
motion of tag features in a series of images can be used to track myocardial material 
points in 3D (McVeigh and Ozturk, 2001). In this section, several popular tagged MR 





into two basic approaches: feature tracking of tag lines and direct encoding of motion 
using phase information from tag lines.  
 
2.2.1 Feature Tracking 
2.2.1.1 Template Matching  
 
In template matching, a tag line point was found by comparing the image brightness 
along a stripe of pixels to an expected tag pattern template. A tag line point was 
defined to be the location where the measured brightness best matches the expected 
template. The principle of this method is illustrated in Figure 2-7. In theory, the 
measurement error of the tag line point has a standard deviation of 0.9/CNR pixels, 
where CNR is the contrast to noise ratio of the tag pattern. In other words, the 
measurement error can be as low as 0.1 pixels, which has been experimentally proven 
(Atalar et al., 1994). To achieve such a low level of error, the template must 
accurately reflect the true profile of the tag patterns. An accurate template can be 
obtained by simulating the physics of MR tagging and imaging (Guttman et al., 1994).   
 
 
Figure 2-7. Template matching: tag lines are determined by fitting image intensities of pixels within the 




One disadvantage of template matching is that image features other than tags, such as 
boundaries, are often mistaken for tags. To avoid this problem, search regions must be 
restricted to the myocardium. Another disadvantage is that template matching could 
only provide accurate motion tracking at the tag patterns. Motion within the space of 
the tag patterns must be obtained using interpolation, impairing the measurement 
resolution. 
  
2.1.1.2 Active Geometry 
 
In active geometry method, tag line points are identified using a curve segment that 
fits itself to a tag line in the image. The curve segment is assigned an energy function 
which has two components: Eimage, determined in a way such that the curve segment 
has low energy along the tag line and Einternal, determined by the derivatives of the 
curve to impose continuity and smoothness of the curve. Eimage is usually related to 
brightness of the image. By minimizing Eimage, the curve will be forced towards 
brightness minima, tag lines.  
 
 
Figure 2-8. Active Geometry: a 10 10 grid of coupled snakes is superimposed on the left image, the 





An example of the active geometry method is shown in Figure 2-8. Young et al. (1995) 
used 20 curve segments with two orientations to track a grid of tag lines. An 
interactive, user-defined energy was added to avoid incorrect local energy minima. 
Another work on the active geometry is the method of Amini et al. (1998). Instead of 
using Einternal, they used a set of B-spline control points to enforce the smoothness of 
the curve segment. 
 
2.2.1.3 Optical Flow  
 
Unlike tag line tracking method which can only provide accurate measurement along 
the tag lines, optical flow (Hildreth, 1984) can produce denser measurement by 
estimating the velocity of every point in an image. In the case of 2D tagged MR 
images, optical flow processing yields an estimate of the 2D apparent velocity field 
(Prince JL and McVeigh, 1992; Denney and Prince, 1994; Gupta and Prince, 1995). 
Gradient-based optical flow method is based on a brightness constraint equation 
derived by the material time derivatives of the brightness function. Constant 
brightness is often assumed in computer vision literature (Horn and Schunck, 1981). 
This assumption has been applied to tagged MRI for velocity field estimation.  In the 
case of tagged MRI, however, the brightness of a material point changes due to tag 
fading. To account for this effect, Gennert and Neghadirapour (1987) proposed to 
model the brightness variation as a linear relationship. Prince and McVeigh estimated 
the brightness variation according to the imaging protocol and physical tissue 
property (Prince JL and McVeigh, 1992). An example application of optical flow 





Figure 2-9. Optical flow: the left two images depict tag deformation caused by LV contraction, The 
right image shows the velocity field calculated by optical flow method (Adapted from Kerwin et al., 
2009) 
 
2.2.2 Direct Encoding of Motion 
 
Although feature tracking has been the most used methods for tagged MR image 
analysis, the accuracies and reliability of these methods can be poor. More recent 
research has shown that motion can be directly encoded by phase information of the 
tagging method. Harmonic phase (HARP) (Osman et al., 1999; 2000) is typical 
among the direct encoding methods. HARP provides fast and automatic myocardial 
motion tracking and strain calculation from tagged MR images. The modulation of 
underlying magnetization produces symmetric spectral peaks in Fourier space. A 
bandpass filter is used to extract the harmonic peaks and the rest spectrum is zero 
padded. Harmonic image is obtained by performing the inverse Fourier transform of 
the filtered harmonic peaks.  It can be expressed as 
  (   )   (   )     ( 
  (   )    ) (2.7) 
where   [     ]
  is the position of tissue point within an image,  (   )  is the 





harmonic magnitude image which represents the blurred anatomy of the images 
object. Strain map is calculated from the harmonic phase image using 
  ( )     (   (     )   (     )       ) (2.8) 
where  ( ) is the 2D Lagrangian strain tensor,   matrices related with the tagged and 
imaging plane,  (   ) is the harmonic phase image (Liu et al., 2004).  
 
Strain maps obtained using HARP often suffer from artifacts due to image noise and 
spectral interference from neighboring spectral peaks. The spectral interference from 
DC peak is a primary source of artifacts that degrade the performance of HARP. 
Different image acquisition protocols and post processing techniques have been 
proposed to reduce the interference. Bandpass filters with different shapes and sizes 
were designed to optimize the extraction of the harmonic images (Osman and Prince, 
2000). Automatic determination of elliptical filter parameters was proposed to 
minimize strain errors by studying simulated MR tagged images (Marinelli et al., 
2008). Calculation of harmonic angle images was improved using a Gabor filter bank 
(Barajas et al., 2005; Qian et al., 2005). A composite Gabor filter designed by 
modeling the spectral changes of cardiac tag deformation has been proven to be 
superior than that of  a standard Gabor filter (Davis et al., 2006). A peak-combination 
HARP method reduces phase errors from inhomogeneity and other magnetic field 
non-idealities (Ryf et al., 2004). 
 
Complementary spatial modulation of magnetization (CSPAMM) was introduced to 
completely remove the DC peak (Fischer et al., 1993; Kuijer et al., 2001). In 
CSPAMM, a complementary acquisition is performed and subtracted with the original 
acquisition to cancel the DC peak. However, the longer acquisition time often results 
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in image misregistration and consequently affects the image quality. Although DC 
peak is absent, the harmonic peaks will still interfere with each other. To overcome 
these problems, TruHARP was proposed to totally remove unwanted harmonic peaks 
and can be implemented in a single breath-hold (Agarwal et al., 2010). Since five 
acquisitions are required, the short acquisition time of a single breath-hold often 
results in low SNR and constrained tag spacing. 
 
2.3 Soft Tissue Elasticity Reconstruction 
 
Dynamic MRE employs harmonic actuator to generate waves propagating inside soft 
tissue. The propagating waves are used as virtual probe to assess soft tissue elasticity. 
In the case of quasi-static MRE, soft tissue is perturbed at much lower frequencies 
and elasticity is determined from measured displacement/strain images of the 
deformed soft tissue. Due to the above differences, different inverse algorithms are 
required for dynamic MRE and quasi-static MRE. 
 
2.3.1 Inverse Algorithms for Dynamic MRE 
 
Two commonly used methods for dynamic MRE are local frequency estimation 
(Manduca et al., 1996, 2001, 2003; Braun et al., 2001) and direct inversion of wave 
equation (Manduca et al., 1998; Bishop et al., 2000; Oliphant et al., 2001; Papazoglou 
et al., 2008; Kwon et al., 2009). Most reconstructive algorithms for dynamic MRE 
assume the imaged object to be a homogenous, isotropic, linearly elastic material 





waves are ignored to simply the problem. Thus, for a propagating harmonic shear 










  (2.9) 
where  is the density of imaged object, f is the external vibration frequency,  is 
the local wavelength.  
 
2.3.2 Inverse Algorithms for Quasi-static MRE 
 
Various elasticity reconstruction methods have been proposed to calculate soft tissue 
elastography from measured internal displacement field and strains. These methods 
can be categorized into two groups. The first group is called direct approach (Sumi et 
al., 1995). Soft tissue is treated as linear elastic, incompressible material in this 
method. Constant shear modulus is assumed on the boundary of region of interest 
(ROI). Relative shear modulus of soft tissue is obtained by solving a partial 
differential equation. The second group is iterative approach (Oberai et al., 2003). 
Given known boundary conditions, forward problem is solved to obtain the calculated 
numerical displacement/strain within ROI. Final elasticity distribution is then 
obtained by minimizing the error between measured and calculated 
displacement/strain. Each group has its own advantages and disadvantages. For 
iterative approach, no continuity assumptions are placed on the unknown shear 
modulus. It is also less sensitive to noise than a direct approach. In contrast, the direct 





2.3.2.1 Direct Approach 
 
Soft tissue and tissue-like material is usually assumed to behave as linear elastic, and 
isotropic material under small strains. For static deformation, the governing 
equilibrium is  
 
    
  
              {         } (2.10) 
where     is the second ranked symmetric stress tensor and    is the body force per 
unit volume acting on the body in the    direction (Skovoroda et al., 1995). 
 
Incompressibility is often assumed and a pseudo-constitutive equation is obtained as  
                (2.11) 
where     is the Kronecker delta,   is the mean normal stress,   is the shear modulus, 
and     is the second ranked symmetric strain tensor. 
 
In the case of 2D inverse problem, Equation 2.10 and Equation 2.11 can be rearranged 
to yield a linear partial differential equation for  : 
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  and   are matrices depending on the strain and strain derivatives in   and 
  directions: 
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At points where the determinant of   is not zero, the derivative of the relative shear 
modulus can be obtained as: 
    (   )       . (2.16) 
Using line integration, the shear modulus at any point (     ) along the surface   
relative to a starting point (     ) can be determined by: 
 
 (     )
 (     )
    ( ∫ (     )
 
)  (2.17) 
The advantage of the direct method is that it is fast compared to the iterative method. 
However, it assumes that all components of strain tensor are known and that  (     ) 
is first order differentiable. Moreover, noisy data has to be differentiated to estimate 
the strain field, which further impairs the accuracy of the elasticity calculation. 
 
2.3.2.2 Iterative Approach 
 
Iterative approaches generally use the weak form of the equilibrium equations. The 
iterative approach can be summarized as follows (Barbone and Bambe, 2002): 
 
(i) Given          (     ). 
(ii) Guess a distribution for  (     ). 
(iii) Evaluate           (     ) by solving the forward elasticity problem. 




The          (     )  and           (     ) are the measured and predicted soft 
tissue displacement field respectively.  (     ) is the shear modulus distribution of 
soft tissue. The iterative approach has some advantages over the direct approach. 
Firstly, the forward problem can be efficiently solved using commercialized FE 
packages. Secondly, no continuity assumptions are placed on  (     ), so arbitrary 
jumps in modulus can be captured. Thirdly, the iterative approach is relatively less 
sensitive to the noise of data than the direct approach. One obvious drawback in 
comparison to the direct approach is computational speed. Step (iii) requires the 





CHAPTER 3      TAGGED MR IMAGE ACQUISITION 
 
Most image acquisition methods for MRE have been focused on utilizing motion 
sensitive gradient (MSG) integrated phase contrast imaging sequences with harmonic 
actuation system (Hamhaber et al., 2007; Yin et al., 2007; Kruse et al., 2008). These 
image acquisition methods are designed only to capture propagating waves inside soft 
tissue and are not suitable for quasi-static MRE which requires imaging the quasi-
static deformation of soft tissue. Moreover, these image acquisition methods require 
extensive programming of imaging sequence which can be challenging. To date, there 
is a lack of effective image acquisition methods available for quasi-static MRE. In this 
chapter, we present a new image acquisition system for quasi-static MRE using 
tagged MR imaging sequence.  
 
Tagged MR utilizes spatial modulation of magnetization (SPAMM) imaging sequence 
to encode soft tissue deformation. We described the basic principle of SPAMM 
imaging sequence and introduced the ultrasonic motor controller developed using 
LabView. ECG signal was simulated using function generator and outputted to both 
the MR scanner and controller for synchronization. Design and fabrication of the 
actuator was introduced, and MR compatibility was tested. Tagged MR images of 
agar gel phantom and human lower leg were acquired using this image acquisition 
system. Experimental results showed that this image acquisition system is an effective 





3.1 Imaging System Development 
3.1.1 Spatial Modulation of Magnetization  
 
The concept of spin tagging was first used for measurement of blood velocity (Morse 
and Singer, 1970). This concept was applied by Zerhouni et al. (1988) using selective 
radio frequency (RF) excitation to generate saturated parallel planes within the heart 
wall to visualize myocardial motion. Axel and Dougherty (1989) subsequently 
developed a more efficient method, SPAMM, which uses non-selective excitation to 
produce saturated parallel planes throughout the entire imaging volume within a few 
milliseconds. Generally, tagged MR imaging can be divided into two stages: (1) 
producing a spatially modulated pattern of saturated magnetization in using a 
combination of RF and gradient pulses, and (2) imaging the deformation of the tag 
using ECG-gated pulse sequence (Axel et al., 2005). The saturated tags fade due to T1 
relaxation and repeated RF excitations during imaging (Reeder and McVeigh, 1994). 
 
RF tagging pulses are used to spatially label an image with a specified physical or 
physiological property. A series of parallel stripes or orthogonal grids can be placed 
on an image using tagging pulse. These stripes or grids are usually referred to as tags. 
The deformation of tags indicates the displacement within an imaged object. Tags are 
typically applied as a magnetization preparation pulse prior to the actual imaging 
pulse sequence. Virtually, any imaging pulse sequence can be combined with a 
tagging pulse sequence or a train of tagging pulses. A tagging gradient is generally 
required to generate the desired spatial pattern. Many forms of tags can be placed 







 (a)  (b) 
Figure 3-1. Imaging principle. (a) A SPAMM sequence with two RF pulses, (b) evolution of 
magnetization 
 
A simplest form of SPAMM consisting two RF pulses with a tagging gradient inserted 
in between is shown in Figure 3-1(a). A spoiler gradient pulse (dotted line in Figure 3-
1(a)) is often applied after the second RF pulse. For the ease of description, we 
assume that both the RF pulses are applied along x axis and have the same flip angle 
of 90◦. Magnetization is shifted to the transverse plane by the first RF pulse. The 
tagging gradient then produces phase dispersion in the excited transverse 
magnetization. The phase dispersion means the magnetization vector eventually has a 
degree depending on its spatial location. The second RF pulse rotates the 
magnetization from xy plane to xz plane. After the transverse magnetization is 
dephased by a spoiler gradient, only the longitudinal magnetization remains. The 
amplitude of the longitudinal magnetization Mz(r) is spatially modulated resulting in a 
stripe-tagging image. The magnetization evolution diagram is shown in Figure 3-1(b). 
Multiple sets of tags can be created along different directions on an image. Grid-
tagging image can be generated by placing two orthogonal sets of tags (Axel and 
Dougherty, 1989). After tags are placed on images, deformation of imaged object will 
cause the tags to deform accordingly. The saturated tags fade due to T1 relaxation and 
repeated RF excitations during imaging (Axel et al., 2005). ECG-gated imaging 
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sequence is used in our method to acquire tag-deformed image. Standard ECG signal 
and waveform names are shown in Figure 3-2(a). 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 3-2. K-space fill up of SPAMM. (a) Simulated ECG signal, (b) k-space data acquisition 
principle 
 
3.1.2 Actuation System Design 
 
ECG signal of 1Hz was simulated using Function generator with BENCH software 
which enables hand drawing of output waveform. ECG signal was outputted to both 
the motor controller and MR scanner. MRI k-space data acquisition was synchronized 
with the simulated ECG signal. Specific k-space segment data was acquired and filled 
into corresponding images repeatedly after each ECG period. Twenty images were 
acquired over multiple ECG periods within time duration of 10-20s with GE SIGNA 
1.5T MRI Scanner. MRI k-space data acquisition diagram is shown in Figure 3-2(b). 
Ultrasonic motor was controlled by microprocessor based controller interfaced with 
USB-6221 DAQ device. The control software and signal processing was implemented 
using LabView version 8.6. Actuator was driven at the same frequency as that of the 
ECG signal to couple with the ECG-triggered SPAMM imaging sequence. The 







Figure 3-3. Overview of the actuation system 
 
The actuator was made of an ultrasonic motor, a force sensor and motion-transmission 
mechanism. Indenter tips with different shape and area can be chosen according to 
different experiment conditions. Transmission shaft was deviated from the motor shaft 
by 5mm to acquire a maximum indentation depth of 10mm. The complete computer 
aided design (CAD) model and fabricated prototype are shown in Figure 3-4(a) and 
Figure 3-4(b) respectively.  
 
 
  (a)  (b) 




High torque ultrasonic motor, USR60-E3 by Shinsei Corporation, Japan, was selected 
considering both its MR compatibility and the requirement of sufficient deformation 
of the nearly incompressible soft tissue. A MR compatible force sensor was made of 
strain gauges and shield material. All the motion-transmission parts were fabricated 
using plastic. To test the influence of the MRI magnetic field, force measurement was 
carried out both inside and outside of the MR scanner. Circuits of the strain gauge 
were well shielded to isolate the magnetic field from that of the MR scanner. This can 
prevent them from interfering with each other and reduce the noise level (Rajendra et 
al., 2008). Force sensor with and without shield is shown in Figure 3-5. 
 
 
Figure 3-5. MR compatible force sensor made of stain gauge without and with shield 
 
3.1.3 MR Compatibility Test 
 
High-quality MR imaging requires a very stable homogeneous main magnetic field 
and linear gradient fields. Magnetic susceptibility material, typically known as 
ferromagnetic metal, can cause serious distortion on images. It is crucial to test the 
MR compatibility of the actuator.  
 
Both MR images and force sensor signal were analyzed to investigate the MR 
compatibility. Images with the actuator power on were acquired and compared with 









 (a)  (b)  (c) 
Figure 3-6. T1 weighted MR images, (a) without actuator, (b) with actuator power on. (c) The 
ellipsoid represents location of the actuator 
 
Signal to noise ratio (SNR) was calculated and provided by MR scanner. The SNR 
was the ratio of the average intensity at the center of a MR image and the average 
value of the standard deviation at each corner of the image. The SNRs of image (a) 
and image (b) of Figure 3-6 are 57.03 and 52.05 respectively. Meanwhile, force sensor 
signal was also recorded to study the influence of MR gradient field. Force sensor 
signal was plotted together with the imaging gradient in Figure 3-7. We can observe 
that the force sensor signal has no obvious fluctuation during imaging. This illustrated 






Figure 3-7. Investigation of the interference of the imaging gradient on the force sensor signal (red line)  
 
3.2 Experiments 
3.2.1 Phantom Compression 
 
Cylindrical agar gel phantom was made with one cylindrical soft inclusion. T1-
weigthed MR image was acquired to reveal the anatomy of the phantom (Figure 3-8). 
The concentration of the phantom was 1% for the outer layer and 0.5% for the soft 
inclusion. The soft inclusion was made for the purpose of elasticity reconstruction. 
Sixteen tagged images were acquired for both axial and sagittal directions using our 
MR-compatible actuation system with 60 heart beats per minute and a simulated ECG. 
The phantom was compressed from the top using a plate. The maximum compression 





; tagging space, 8mm, echo time (TE), 3.96msec; repetition time (TR), 
41msec; slice thickness, 6mm; field of view (FOV), 27×34 cm. The first and ninth 







Figure 3-8. T1-MR image of agar gel phantom 
 
  
 (a) (b)  (c) (d) 
Figure 3-9. Tagged MR images of agar gel phantom. (a)-(b) The first and ninth frame of axial 
tagged images, (c)-(d) the first and ninth frame of sagittal tagged images 
 
3.2.2 Soft Tissue Indentation 
 
Indentation experiment was conducted on a volunteer’s lower leg. Indentation force 
was recorded by a force sensor. The lower leg was indented at the top middle region 
of the leg using a sphere-shaped indenter with a diameter of 15mm (Figure 3-10). MR 
tags were generated by applying the tagging sequence immediately after the detection 
of the R-wave. Gradient-echo images were acquired during the entire imaging cycle 
to capture the displacement of the tags. Tagging period of 5mm was used. Other 
imaging parameters were as follows: flip angle, 15
°
; tag orientation, 45
°
; TE, 
1.704msec; TR, 6.032msec; slice thickness, 15mm; spacing between slices, 15mm; 





Figure 3-10. Human lower leg indentation diagram 
 
 (a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 3-11. Tagged MR images of human lower leg. (a)-(d) Frame 1,3,5,7 
 
3.3 Discussions and Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, a new image acquisition system was presented and tested to track 
internal deformation of soft tissue. Using this method, we extend the use of tagged 
MRI sequence from myocardial tissue to other soft tissue. Since SPAMM is available 
in almost every clinical MR scanner and there is no need to detect imaging gradient 
from MR gradient cabinet, this imaging method is easy to implement. Experimental 
results demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed image acquisition system for soft 
tissue deformation tracking.  
 
During imaging, blood flow can cause induced voltage to impose on ECG signal.  
This is because of the main magnetic field and the switching of imaging gradient. The 
T waveform of ECG will rise once the patient enters the MRI gantry. The affected T 
waveform may cover the R waveform, which is a big challenge for ECG detection. 
Since the proposed imaging method use simulated ECG signal, there is no such 
problem for ECG detection. During abdominal imaging, patients are usually required 





abdominal tag imaging is usually difficult due to their long imaging time (breath-hold 
time). This may be avoided using a coupled breath gate. The application of 3D tagged 
MRI can be extended to other organs using the proposed imaging method.  
 
In MRE, indentation is performed percutaneously through the abdominal skin and fat 
layer to the targeted organs within the human body. It is hard to acquire deep 
deformation of abdominal organs. However, for organs that are in contact with heart, 
for example, liver will vibrate accordingly with the heartbeat. Liver tissue 
deformation can therefore be tracked by using human ECG signal directly. An 
alternative way to acquire deep deformation would be to use a needle inserted into the 
targeted region. A needle within the organ will transmit the actuation to deep region of 
the imaged organ despite of its invasive attribute. 
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CHAPTER 4      TAGGED MR IMAGES ANALYSIS 
 
Tagged MR images are not directly interpretable, sophisticated image processing 
methods are needed to produce meaningful displacement field and strain images. 
Since tagged MR image sequence is originally designed for cardiac imaging, various 
tagged MR image processing techniques have been proposed for myocardial function 
evaluation. However, accuracy and computational efficiency of the processing 
algorithms needs to be improved for accurate diagnosis of myocardial diseases and for 
our purpose, elasticity reconstruction of soft tissue.   
 
Template matching (Atalar and McVeigh, 1994; Guttman et al., 1994; Kerwin and 
Prince, 1999; Deng and Thomas, 2005), active geometry (Kumar and Goldgof, 1993; 
Amini et al., 1998; Clarysse et al., 2000; Rougon et al., 2005;  Qian et al., 2005), 
optical flow (Prince and McVeigh, 1992; Denney and Prince, 1994; Gupta and Prince, 
1995; Haber et al., 2001) and harmonic phase (HARP) (Osman et al., 1999) are the 
main methods for tagged MR images processing. Template matching methods 
calculate the displacement by tracking the tag lines. Optical flow is advantageous over 
template matching in providing a dense estimation of the motion field instead of a 
sparse set of data located at the tag lines. However, the optical flow methods require a 
material point with constant brightness which is not available for tagged MR images 
due to tag fading. The HARP method proposed by Osman et al. (2000) is widely used 
in cardiac image processing (Osman et al., 2000; Osman and Prince, 2000; Liu et al., 






In section 4.1, we introduced an enhanced HARP method which extends conventional 
HARP for large motion tracking. Results were illustrated on both agar gel phantoms 
and human lower leg. In section 4.2, an accurate and fast method, adaptive windowed 
harmonic phase (AWHARP), is developed for strain calculation of tagged MR images. 
Improved strain calculation contributes to accurate reconstruction of soft tissue 
elasticity. Tagged MR images of hearts with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy were 
processed and compared with that of normal hearts. We demonstrated that AWHARP 
can help clinicians to detect left ventricle (LV) dysfunctions and myocardial diseases 
by producing accurate strain images. 
 
4.1 Enhanced Harmonic Phase 
4.1.1 Large Motion Tracking 
 
Spatial modulation of magnetization (SPAMM) sequence modulates the longitudinal 
magnetization in a sinusoidal manner, which produces an array of spectral peaks 
(harmonic peaks) in the Fourier domain (k-space). A circular band-pass filter is often 
used to extract the off-center harmonic peaks. Harmonic phase image can be 
calculated by applying the inverse Fourier transform of a harmonic peak. Since the 
harmonic image is complex, it has both magnitude and phase at each pixel. The 
magnitude image reflects the anatomy of the lower leg and is used for segmentation of 
the leg. The harmonic phase angle of the leg can be used to infer the tissue material 
property and remains invariant through the image sequences (Zhang et al., 1996). 
Displacement distribution and strain maps are calculated from these harmonic phase 
images. 
The phase of the image at time   is given by  
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  (   )     (   )  (4.1) 
where  (   ) is the phase,   is the frequency vector of a harmonic spectral peak,   is 
the spatial position,   is the image coordinate.  At time t, the phase shift can be 
calculated as 
  (   )   (   )    ( (   )   (   ))     ( )  (4.2) 
where  ( )  is the displacement vector. Since the phase  (   )  differs from the 
harmonic phase angle  (   ) by a multiple of 2π, 
        ( (   )   (   ))      (   ( ))  (4.3) 
where the nonlinear wrapping function is given by  
     ( )     (      )   . (4.4) 
If |   ( )|   ,  ( ) can be calculated by 
  ( )  (  )    .  (4.5) 
If |   ( )|   ,    is always wrapped. For soft tissue indentation, it is reasonable to 
assume that the displacement varies smoothly within the soft tissue. Given this 
assumption,    ( )can be calculated by unwrapping    starting from a pixel where 
|   ( )|    is satisfied. In this study, a quality guided phase unwrapping method is 
used.  
 
Figure 4-1 shows the tagged MR image to be processed. Bones of the lower leg were 
segmented and excluded from the strain map computation. We processed only soft 
tissue of the leg. A circular band-pass filter with radius of 1.56mm was used to extract 
the off-center harmonic peak. The calculated harmonic phase image of one direction 
is shown in Figure 4-2(a). We observed from Figure 4-2(b) that the tag lines 
corresponded well with the wrapped harmonic phase lines. Since the lower leg was 





regions of the lower leg were expectedly having negative and positive displacement 
values respectively in the   direction (Figure 4-3(a)). In the   direction, area located 
near the indenter has larger displacement (Figure 4-3(b)). 
 
 
Figure 4-1. Frame 7 of tagged MR image of human lower leg 
 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 4-2. Phase image calculation. (a) Band-pass filter in Fourier domain, (b) wrapped harmonic 
phase image in one direction 
 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 4-3. Displacement field. (a) Displacement in the   direction (unit: mm), (b) displacement in the 




4.1.2 Strain Image Computation 
 
Once the displacement field  ( ) is calculated, the deformation gradient tensor of the 
lower leg is given by 
      ( )   .  (4.6) 
Therefore the 2D Lagrangian strain tensor can be calculated as 
   
 
 
(     ).  (4.7) 
However, this method does not perform well in the presence of noise since the phase 
unwrapping procedure is needed to calculate  ( ). The strain map is calculated using 
  ( )  
 
 










     )  (4.8) 
where  ( ) is the 2D Lagrangian strain,   matrices related with the tagging and 
imaging plane. 
 
4.1.2.1 Validation using Simulated Tagged Images 
 
Simulated tagged images were used to validate the strain calculation. The simulated 
tagged images were constructed by applying sinusoidal modulation to a digital 
circular image. A circular band-pass filter was used to extract the off-center harmonic 
peak. The radius of the filter was chosen at one third of the tagging frequency. Stretch 
strains ranging from 0.1 to 0.4 and shear strains ranging from 0.05 to 0.2 were 
constructed and processed (Figure 4-4(a-e)). 100% Gaussian white noise was added to 
test the sensitivity of the algorithm to noise. The calculated strains showed good 
agreement with the true values. The error of     was calculated to be within ±8.07% 





within ±14.95% and ±13.65% for images with and without noise respectively. The 
strain calculation is accurate even in the presence of noise (Figure 4-5(a-d)). 
 
 
 (a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e) 
Figure 4-4. Simulated images. (a) Reference image, (b) deformed image of         without 
noise, (c) deformed image of         with noise, (d) deformed image of         without noise, 
(e) deformed image of         with noise 
 
 
 (a)  (b) 
 
 (c)  (d) 
Figure 4-5. Strain calculation with simulated images. (a) Calculated strain of     without noise, (b) 
calculated strain of     with noise, (c) calculated strain of     without noise, (d) calculated strain of 




4.1.2.2 Human Lower Leg Indentation 
 
Figure 4-1 shows the tagged MR image to be processed. Since the lower leg was 
compressed, negative strain values were expected to dominate in both directions. In   
direction, smaller strain values were shown in areas away from the indenter and 
behind the bones (Figure 4-6(b)). Due to the presence of noise, strain variation was 
observed in the bottom left and top right regions. 
 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 4-6. Lagrangian strain images. (a) Strain in the   direction, (b) strain in the   direction 
 
4.1.2.3 Agar Phantom Compression 
 
Figure 4-7 shows the tagged MR images of the deformed agar gel phantom. Resultant 
strain images are shown in Figure 4-8. The concentration of the phantom was 1% for 
the outer layer and 0.5% for the soft inclusion. Bigger strain values were observed at 








 (a) (b) 
Figure 4-7. Deformed tagged MR images of agar gel phantom. (a) The ninth frame of axial tagged 
images, (b) the ninth frame of sagittal tagged images 
 
 
Figure 4-8. Strain maps obtained with tagged phantom images. (a) Axial image, (b) sagittal image 
 
4.2 Analysis of Myocardial Tagged MR images 
 
Tagged MR imaging allows comprehensive and noninvasive assessment of regional 
myocardial contractile performance. It provides reliable quantification and 
visualization of cardiac motion and strains. Generally, two families of methods have 
been proposed to analyze tagged cardiac MR images. One family is the feature 
tracking method including template matching active geometry and optical flow. These 
methods compute cardiac motion by tag line detection and interpolation. A finite 
element model of the heart was also used in the active geometry approach (Young et 
al., 1994). The other family is the spectrum based method such as HARP, SinMod 
(Arts et al., 2010). HARP extracts the phase of the complex tagged image by filtering 
the harmonic spectral peaks which correspond to the magnetization modulation. The 
advantage of the first family is that it provides motion tracking and strain images with 
smoothness and continuity due to their intrinsic interpolation. However, these 
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methods are usually computationally expensive. The main advantage of the second 
family is that it allows the recovery of a dense displacement field by making use of 
the underlying phase information. However, it is difficult to design proper filters that 
produce strain images with both high smoothness and high strain resolution. Recently, 
methods that combine the advantages of the two families have been proposed (Chen 
et al., 2010; Wang and Amini, 2010). Apparently, all these spectrum based methods 
would benefit from a more precise extraction of the local phase images of the tagged 
MR images.  
 
In the HARP method, a band pass filter is used to extract the harmonic spectral peaks. 
Band pass filters with different shapes and sizes were designed to optimize the 
extraction of the phase images (Osman and Prince, 2000; Barajas et al., 2005; 
Marinelli et al., 2008). However, HARP method is limited by the use of a common 
filter for all spatial positions, although tag pattern of the MR image changes its 
spacing and orientation. Gabor filter banks have been used to improve the phase 
extraction process (Chen et al., 2010; Barajas et al., 2005), but this method depends 
on a heuristic combination of the Gabor filter outputs, and may result in unsmooth 
phase images (Chen et al., 2010). A windowed Fourier based method was introduced 
to improve the accuracy of the phase images (Cordero-Grande et al., 2011). 
Nevertheless, the width of the window is fixed for the whole image and no criterion is 
given for the choice of the window width. Due to the local changes of tag spacing and 
orientation, a fixed window width may not provide an optimal representation of local 
spectra. In this section, an Adaptive Windowed Harmonic Phase (AWHARP) method 
is proposed using Adaptive Windowed Fourier Transform (AWFT) and 2D Gabor 





2D-GWT. The widths of the adaptive windows are determined according to the 
instantaneous local spatial frequencies. Global first harmonic spectral peaks are 
obtained by summing up the first harmonic peaks of each windowed tagged image. 
Phase images are calculated by performing inverse Fourier transform on the global 
first harmonic spectral peaks.  
 
4.2.1 Cardiac Tag Simulator 
4.2.1.1 Analytical Motion Field 
 
Grid-tagged SPAMM and CSPAMM images were simulated in this study. The 
displacement of the LV is defined by an analytical expression. Simulation enables the 
calculated strain images to be compared with the corresponding true strain images. 
The LV displacement field was modeled as a deformable and incompressible cylinder. 
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  
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   
 (4.9) 
where  ZR ,,  and  zr ,,  are related to the myocardial point position of the 
undeformed and deformed state respectively. The function  Rr is given by: 
 




iR and ir  are the inner radius of the cylinder before and after deformation 
respectively. The deformation parameters in the end-systolic state were chosen to be 
25iR mm, 15ir mm, initial outer radius 35mm, rigid body rotation
 3 , R  
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shear /1.0  mm and longitudinal contraction 8.0 . The gradient deformation 




















F .  (4.11) 
 
4.2.1.2 Tag Generation 
 
The magnitude  (     ) of a 1-1 SPAMM tag pattern acquired after application of a 
tag profile was described by (Aletras et al., 2004): 
 
     
       2 21 1
, , , , , ,
( , ) 1 cos 1 exp sin cos , exp
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I x y t I x y t I x y t
A x y t T x y t T 
 
        
(4.12) 
where  yx,  is the spatial point;   is the time from tag application to image acquisition; 
 tyxIFID ,,  and  tyxISINE ,,  are the unmodulated and spatially modulated 
magnetization at time   respectively;  yxA , represents the non-tagged MR image; 
 yx,  is the phase at the spatial point  yx, ,   and 1T are the tagging flip angle of 
the RF pulses and the relaxation time constant respectively. A CSPAMM image is a 
subtraction of two 1-1 SPAMM images, one of which has the tag lines inverted, and 
hence, a CSPAMM image is: 
         1
2 exp,cossin,2,, TtyxyxAtyxI   .
  (4.13) 
 
 
 (a) (b) (c) (d) 





A simple ring with uniform image intensity is usually used to represent the LV in 
synthetic tagged images (Chen et al., 2010; Wang and Amini, 2010; Cordero-Grande 
et al., 2011). However, this does not provide good simulation of a real MR tagged 
image since it ignores  yxA ,  and increases the image discontinuity. In order to have 
realistic simulated tagged images, the  yxA ,  was obtained using a cardiac MR image. 
The simulated imaging parameters were: 40 , 8501 T ms. Tag spacing was 7.6 
pixels on the 256 x 256 pixels image. Twenty images were simulated during one 
cardiac cycle. The displacement field during the cardiac contraction was modeled as a 
linear function of time  . Frames 4, 6, 8 and 10 of the simulated images are shown in 
Figure 4-9. 
 
4.2.2 Adaptive Windowed Harmonic Phase 
4.2.2.1 Instantaneous Frequency Detection 
 
The 2D-GWT (Weng et al., 2009) is defined as follows: 
 



































  (4.15) 
where     (   ) is a two dimensional Gabor mother wavelet,  indicates the complex 
conjugate, 22 In     √ In ⁄ and j is the imaginary unit. A series of analyzing 
wavelets, namely the ‘daughter wavelets’ are built up by shifting, scaling and rotating 
the mother wavelet as follows: 
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where   and   are the tag spacing and the angle modulations respectively,  ba,  is the 
shifting parameter related to the position. The  and   were chosen to be 
 Tss  ]5.1,5.0[ ,  ]12/,12/[   TT   (4.17) 
where Ts  and T are the tag spacing and tag orientation of the undeformed tagged 
MR images respectively. 
 
The result of 2D-GWT is a four dimensional array related to two position parameters
a and b , tag spacing s and tag angle . At position  ba, , the modulus  basW ,,,  
reaches its maximum at Ts   and   , where T  represents local tag spacing and   
represents local tag orientation. The peak of the 2D-GWT is defined as the location 
where the modulus  basW ,,,  reaches its local maximum along both the scale 
direction s and rotation direction . After peak of the 2D-GWT is detected, the 
corresponding tag spacing and angle related to the instantaneous frequency are 
obtained. The instantaneous tag spatial period 
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4.2.2.2 Adaptive Windowed Fourier Transform 
 
According to Heisenberg uncertainty theory, the spatial resolution x  and the 
frequency resolution f  satisfy the following equation: 
 41 fx





where fx is called the Heisenberg box. An increase in the spatial resolution will 
cause a decline in the frequency resolution. By using adaptive Gaussian window 
according to the local signals, we can achieve an appropriate resolution in both spatial 
and frequency domains. AWFT is an extension of the conventional windowed Fourier 
transform. It is advantageous for analyzing non-stationary spatial or time signals by 
varying the window widths. 2D-AWFT is defined as follows: 
 













































  (4.22) 
where  yxg , is a two dimensional multi-scale Gaussian function with dilation 
factors 
yx  ,  corresponding to the widths of the Gaussian window, and shift factors
, corresponding to the center of the Gaussian window,  yxg , is a two dimensional 
Gaussian function,   ,,,S can be considered as a two-dimensional Fourier 
transform of a section of the tag pattern selected by the Gaussian window. 
 
4.2.2.3 Widths of the Gaussian Window 
 
The length of the local area in which the signal remains stationary is called the local 
stationary length of the signal (Zhong and Zeng, 2007). In order to get a complete 
extraction of the first harmonic of the cardiac tag pattern and avoid adjacent harmonic 
overlap, the Gaussian window widths should be matched with the local stationary 
length of the tag pattern. Local frequencies of tag pattern are altered due to the cardiac 
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motion in MR images. The window widths are determined according to the 
instantaneous frequencies of the non-stationary tag pattern. The widths of the 
Gaussian window 




















.  (4.23) 
 
4.2.2.4 Phase Extraction 
 
Two dimensional Fourier transform of an image  yxI ,  can be expressed as: 
 





expexp,, . (4.24) 
The relationship between the AWFT and Fourier transform can be obtained as: 
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 (4.25) 
It means that the sum of the spectra obtained by 2D-AWFT is equal to the spectra 
obtained by the Fourier transform. The global first harmonic can be obtained by 
summing up the first harmonics of each local tag pattern:  
 





  ddSI 0000 ,,,,   (4.26) 
where the subscript 0 in  00 ,  represents the first harmonic peak of each local tag 
pattern. The phase images can be calculated by performing inverse Fourier transform 





4.2.2.5 Performance Evaluation of AWHARP 
 
Figure 4-10 shows the calculated instantaneous tag spatial period 
xT  and yT for the left 
ventricle (LV) of the simulated images (frame 10). 
 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 4-10. Instantaneous tag spatial period. (a) In the x direction, (b) in the y direction. Unit: pixel 
 
Since CSPAMM image is a subtraction of two SPAMM images, one of which has the 
tag lines inverted, 
FIDI in Equation 4.12 is absent for CSPAMM image (Fischer et al., 
1993). Hence, spectral energy of CSPAMM image is concentrated around its first 
harmonic peaks. Low magnitude spectra surrounding the harmonic peaks of each 
Gaussian window can be filtered by thresholding. Since the magnitude of these noisy 
spectra is sufficiently smaller than that of the first harmonic peaks, the threshold value 
can be easily determined by inspection. For SPAMM images, the term 
FIDI in 
Equation 4.12 generates a central spectral peak in each local spectral domain, which 
interferes with the first harmonic peaks. 
FIDI  
can be estimated by averaging the image 
intensity over the Gaussian window since the sinusoidally modulated tag profile has 
zero mean intensity. 
FIDI  
can then be subtracted from the image to reduce the spectral 





 (a) (b) 
Figure 4-11. RMSE of phase images. (a) SPAMM, (b) CSPAMM 
 
 
 (a) (b) 
 
 (c) (d) 
Figure 4-12. RMSE of strain images. (a) Minimum principle strain E1 of SPAMM images, (b) 
minimum principle strain E1 of CSPAMM images, (c) maximum principle strain E2 of SPAMM 
images, (d) maximum principle strain E2 of CSPAMM images 
 
The HARP method was implemented for comparison. This implementation has been 
verified in our previous paper (Fu et al., 2011). Let r be the filter radius and 
0k  be the 
tagging frequency, different values of 
0kr have been used to extract the harmonic 





Minimum principle strain (E1) and maximum principle strain (E2) were calculated 
and analyzed. Root mean square errors (RMSE) of the phase and strain images were 
plotted in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 respectively. The true strain and calculated 
strain images for frame 10 using both methods are shown in Figure 4-13. 
 
 
 (a) (b) (c) 
 
 (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 4-13. Strain images. (a) Ground truth of E1, (b) calculated E1 using HARP, (c) calculated E1 
using AWHARP, (d) ground truth of E2, (e) calculated E2 using HARP, (f) calculated E2 using 
AWHARP  
 
Tagged MR images are often contaminated with noise due to issues such as magnetic 
field inhomogeneity of the MR systems. Different levels of noise were added to 
simulated images to evaluate the performance of our method against noise. Phase 
error images using simulated images with SNR equal to 20dB and 10 dB are shown in 
Figure 4-14. The phase error calculated using AWHARP is smaller than that 
calculated using HARP especially at endocardium where the tag line deformation is 








 (a) (b) (c) 
 
 (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 4-14. Phase error images. (a) Simulated tagged image with SNR of 20dB, (b) phase error 
image calculated using HARP with SNR of 20dB, (c) phase error image calculated using AWHARP 
with SNR of 20dB, (d) simulated tagged image with SNR of 10dB, (e) phase error image calculated 
using HARP with SNR of 10dB, (f) phase error image calculated using AWHARP with SNR of 10dB 
 
Table 4-1. Phase reconstruction RSME 
SNR(dB) Infinite 20 10 
HARP 0.55 0.55 0.57 
AWHARP 0.12 0.13 0.21 
 
4.2.3 Analysis of Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy Patient Data 
 
Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM) is a heart disease where the heart muscle 
thickens abnormally. This thickening can occur in different parts of the heart, but 
usually occurs in the LV which is the main pumping chamber of the heart. CSPAMM 
images were acquired on a 1.5-T SIEMENS Avanto scanner for three normal hearts 





; tagging spacing, 6mm; TE, 1.27msec; TR, 36.2msec; slice thickness, 





cardiac cycle. The tagged MR images of a normal heart and a heart with HCM are 
shown in Figure 4-15. The tag line deformation of heart with HCM is smaller than 
that of normal heart which is apparent from Figure 4-15.  
 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 4-15. MR tagged images of heart. (a) Normal heart, (b) heart with HCM 
 
4.2.3.1 Tag Line Tracking 
 
A series of MR images was acquired on a 1.5-T SIEMENS Avanto scanner. Twenty 
eight tagged images were obtained within a single breath hold. The imaging 
parameters were: flip angle, 15
°
; tag orientation, 45
°
; tag spacing, 7mm; TE, 1.49msec; 
TR, 28.9msec; slice thickness, 8mm; FOV, 24×24 cm. The publicly available datasets 
were downloaded from http://www.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/inTag/index.html. Image frame 
10 was processed and tag line tracking differences using the two methods are shown 
in Figure 4-16. Visually, it is difficult to tell which one is more accurate in tracking 
the tag lines. Since tag lines are defined to be the dark lines which represent the 
sinusoidal wave trough of the sinusoidally modulated magnetization, pixel intensity of 
the tag lines should be smaller than that of their surrounding pixels. The mean image 
intensities of the tracked tag lines were calculated as 101 and 107 using AWHARP 
and HARP respectively. Hence, AWHARP method is more accurate in tracking the 





 (a) (b) 
Figure 4-16. Tag line tracking. (a) Tracking using both methods, (b) tracking differences between the 
two methods (green: AWHARP, red: HARP) 
 
4.2.3.2 Strain Analysis 
 
Cardiac strains are quantified to analyze the local myocardial function using HARP 
and AWHARP. The filter radius for the HARP method was chosen to be half the tag 
frequency. Figure 4-17 shows the calculated LV strain curves for a normal heart and a 
heart with HCM. In early systolic state (frame 1-4) and end diastolic state (frame 14-
20), similar strain values were calculated using HARP and AWHARP. However, in 
the end systolic state (frame 4-13), where the heart deformation was large, different 
strain values were calculated using the two methods. AWHARP produced bigger 
strain values due to its good ability with large tag line deformations. Radial strain 
calculated using AWHARP revealed the decrease of strain values in pathological 
heart, which could not be detected using HARP. Similarly, circumferential strain 
differences between the normal heart and the pathological heart were more obvious 
with AWHARP than HARP. For illustration, strain images of frames 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 of 
a normal heart are shown in Figure 4-18. Strain differences using the two methods 







 (a) (b) 




 (a) (b) 
Figure 4-18. Strain images of frames 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 of a normal heart. (a) Radial strain, top: HARP, 
bottom: AWHARP, (b) circumferential strain, top: HARP, bottom: AWHARP 
 
Regional cardiac strains were analyzed within four ventricular segments, defined in 
Figure 4-19. The septal segment was defined as any septal myocardium lying between 
the anterior and inferior insertions of the right ventricle onto the LV. The anterior, 
lateral and inferior segments were defined clockwise as the first one-third, second 
one-third, and last one-third of the remaining myocardial wall.  
 
 
Figure 4-19. Septal, Anterior, Lateral, Inferior segments of the LV. Yellow part is the LV, green 










Table 4-2. Decomposition of LV Strains in the end-systolic state. Left values correspond to HARP, 
whereas right values correspond to AWHARP 
 Circumferential Strain (%) Radial Strain(%) 
 Normal (N=3) HCM (N=3) Normal (N=3) HCM (N=3) 
Septal -11.3±3.5/-10.6±3.9 -5.6±2.7/-5.6±3.0 9.9±4.8/17.7±7.5 7.5±3.9/7.6±3.2 
Anterior -13.2±5.2/-14.5±5.3 -9.1±4.7/-10.0±4.2 15.7±6.0/23.8±5.1 10.9±6.3/11.4±6.5 
Lateral -12.2±4.9/-17.6±3.9 -11.2±4.9/-11.5±5.0 14.0±8.0/29.5±5.4 16.4±8.0/19.1±7.1 
Inferior -11.6±3.6/-11.9±3.8 -7.2±3.1/-6.9±3.9 13.5±5.0/15.4±6.6 11.6±3.8/12.1±3.9 
 
Averaged strains in the end-systolic state within the four segments are shown in Table 
4-2 for three normal hearts and three hearts with HCM using HARP and AWHARP. 
The strains of anterior, lateral and inferior wall segments were slightly bigger than 
that of septal wall segment, which agreed well with Ennis DB et al’s paper (Ennis et 
al., 2003). Compared with normal hearts, the average strain values of pathological 
hearts calculated using AWHARP decreased by 37.7% and 41.8% for circumferential 
strain and radial strain respectively, while the average strain values of pathological 
hearts calculated using HARP decreased only by 21.7% and 12.6% for 
circumferential strain and radial strain respectively.  
 
4.3 Discussions and Conclusion 
 
The enhanced HARP image processing method performs motion tracking by 
measuring the phase shift of soft tissue during indentation. One limitation of the 
enhanced HARP motion tracking method is that it only applies to situation where 
smooth deformation presents. Validation of the HARP strain calculation is performed 
on a series of simulated tagged images. Strong agreement between the calculated and 
true strains is observed. The good noise reduction performance is due to the band-pass 





Large radius may introduce unnecessary noise while small radius may suppress the 
actual deformation signal. Optimal radius selection is proposed in Arts et al. (2010). 
 
Cardiac strain quantification can provide information about LV dysfunctions and 
myocardial diseases. Cardiac strain values of HCM patients are reduced significantly 
in the end systolic state compared with that of healthy subjects. AWHARP can help 
clinicians to detect left ventricle (LV) abnormalities with accurate cardiac strain 
analysis. Since the deformed tag spacing and orientation vary spatially, a local 
representation of the image spectra could facilitate the generation of more accurate 
harmonic phase images. We introduced a criterion for the choice of adaptive Gaussian 
window widths. Local spatial frequencies of the tag image were calculated using 2D-
GWT. The Gaussian window widths were then determined according to the local 
spatial period that matches the local stationary length of the signal. The global 
harmonic peaks were obtained by summing up the first harmonic peaks in each 
Gaussian-windowed tagged image. Results from our experiments with simulated 
tagged images and MR images show that there is an improvement in performance 
with our method over the HARP method. AWHARP can also be applied to other 
spectrum based methods (Chen et al., 2010; Wang and Amini, 2010) since AWHARP 
improves the accuracy of the underlying harmonic phase image. 
 
In HARP method, the choice of the circular filter radius exhibits well-known tradeoffs 
between strain resolution and artifacts due to the use of a common filter for all spatial 
positions. The significant variation of phase and strain errors for different 
0kr values 
in HARP is shown in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12. It is therefore difficult to choose 
an optimal filter radius for the HARP method. However, the performance of the 
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AWHARP method is less sensitive to the filtering threshold value which is apparent 
from Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12. Due to the central spectral interference in SPAMM 
images, the performance of AWHARP on SPAMM images is slightly worse than that 
on CSPAMM images. Both AWHARP and HARP perform well against noise since 
the band-pass filters used to extract the harmonic phase also serve as noise filters. The 
phase and strain error calculated using AWHARP is smaller than that calculated using 
HARP (Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12).  
 
AWHARP can optimally extract the harmonic peaks due to the following reasons. 
Firstly, harmonic peaks extraction is achieved by summing up the filtered harmonic 
peaks in each local Fourier domain rather than using a common filter for all spatial 
positions. Secondly, with windowing, the local spectrum is not influenced by 
unrelated pixels that are outside the window. Thirdly, by setting the window widths 
according to local spatial period, the local spectra are concentrated and have few 
spectral smears over the frequency domain. 
 
By using adaptive window length that matches the local tag pattern, the AWHARP 
method can provide optimal local spectrum representation and phase extraction. Our 
experimental results showed that the AWHARP method outperforms the HARP 
method especially for large tag deformations. In the early systolic state (frame 1-4) 
and the end diastolic state (frame 14-20), similar strain values were calculated using 
HARP and AWHARP (Figure 4-17). However, in the end systolic state (frame 4-13), 
when the heart deformation was large, the calculated strain values were different. 
AWHARP produced bigger strain values due to its good ability with large tag line 





deformation of HCM patients is smaller than that of normal hearts. The average strain 
values of the patients with HCM calculated using HARP are 2.6% and 7.5% smaller 
than those calculated using AWHARP for circumferential strain and radial strain 
respectively, while the average strain values of healthy subjects calculated using 
HARP are 11.5% and 38.4% smaller than those calculated using AWHARP for 
circumferential strain and radial strain respectively (Table 4-2). Since AWHARP is 
advantageous for large tag line deformation, the strain value differences between 
HARP and AWHARP are larger for normal hearts than those of pathological hearts.  
 
AWHARP is an accurate and efficient method for cardiac strain estimation from MR 
images. This new algorithm can help clinicians to detect LV dysfunctions and 
myocardial diseases with accurate cardiac strain analysis. Our simulated tagged 
images which are realistic could aid the development of new image processing 
algorithms for tagged MR imaging.  
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CHAPTER 5      ELASTICITY RECONSTRUCTION OF SOFT 
TISSUE 
 
In MRE, the step beyond strain imaging is elasticity imaging which involves solving 
an inverse problem with the measured strain to determine the elasticity distribution of 
soft tissue. In Chapter 4, tagged MR images are processed to generate displacement 
field and strain images of deformed soft tissue. In this chapter, we focus on 
determining elasticity distribution of the soft tissue from the measured displacement 
field or strain images. 
 
Various inverse methods (Barbone and Gokhale, 2004; Barbone and Oberai, 2007; 
Sette et al., 2011) have been proposed to estimate soft tissue elasticity distribution 
from measured displacement/strain images. A widely used inverse method is the 
optimization method (Moulton et al., 1995; Kauer et al., 2002; Erdemir et al., 2006; 
Kim et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009). Finite element (FE) method is used to simulate soft 
tissue deformation. The residual between the simulated displacement field and the 
measured displacement field is minimized using the optimization method. This 
method approaches the solution through an iterative process. A uniform initial guess 
of the element stiffness is often used in the first iteration. Finite difference 
approximation is usually used to calculate the entries of the Jacobian matrix J (Schnur 
and Zabaras, 1992; Chen and Bicanic, 2000;). The entries of J are obtained by 
slightly perturbing the stiffness of each element separately, and then solving the 
forward FE analysis for each perturbation. Since the finite difference approximation 





computationally expensive, particularly for FE model that has a large number of 
elements. 
 
Another commonly used method is a FE-based direct inverse method (Zhu et al., 2003; 
Guo et al., 2008). In this method, the solution is obtained by minimizing an objective 
function defined as the sum of the square of the force residual norms at all nodes. 
Measured nodal displacement vector is directly applied to equilibrium equations at the 
element level. After global assembly in FE method, material stiffness vector can be 
expressed explicitly and calculated directly. This method is efficient since no forward 
FE analysis is needed. However, this method is sensitive to noise and is only 
applicable to linear elastic material. Soft biological tissue is a highly incompressible 
hyperelastic material (Chui et al., 2004; 2007; Nava et al., 2008). Mechanical 
behavior of hyperelastic material differs significantly from that of linear elastic 
material. It is important to develop a computationally efficient method which is 
applicable to hyperelastic material models. 
 
In this chapter, we proposed a novel material parameter reconstruction method for 
hyperelastic material models. This method combines the advantages of the FE-based 
direct inverse method and the nonlinear optimization algorithm. In the optimization 
method, initial guess is important since a poor guess may result in much iteration for 
convergence or even non-convergence. The widely used uniform initial guess may not 
be the optimal initial guess. In our method, an estimation of the true material stiffness 
distribution is first determined using the FE-based direct inverse method. This 
estimation is then input to the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) optimization algorithm as 
the initial guess. Final solution is obtained after the optimization process. In the 
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optimization method, a new algorithm is proposed for the calculation of Jacobian 
matrix. The repeated forward FE analysis is avoided using this algorithm. Neo-
Hookean hyperelastic model is used to represent the biological soft tissue. Forward 
FE analysis is performed using Abaqus (ABAQUS Inc.). The execution of Abaqus in 
our implementation is controlled via customized Python scripts. 
 
Section 5.1 describes the proposed inverse algorithm. In Section 5.2, the proposed 
algorithm is implemented, and verified with applications to solve 2D plane strain 
compression problems. In Section 5.3, the proposed method is used to determine the 
elasticity distribution of a human lower leg. This chapter concludes with a discussion 
on the efficiency of the proposed algorithm and its contributions in Section 5.4.  
 
5.1 A Combined Inverse Algorithm 
 
A novel elasticity imaging method is proposed by combining FE-based direct inverse 
method and nonlinear optimization algorithm. Instead of using a uniform material 
stiffness distribution as an initial guess, an estimation of the true material stiffness 
distribution calculated by FE-based direct inverse method is used. Since the initial 
guess is estimated and is relatively closer to the true material stiffness distribution, 
smaller number of iterations is required for convergence. Instead of relying on finite 
difference method for Jacobian calculation, direct calculation of Jacobian matrix is 







5.1.1 Neo-Hookean Hyperelastic Model 
 
Isotropic hyperelastic model is used to represent the nearly incompressible biological 
soft tissue. Hyperelastic materials may be described in terms of ‘strain energy 
potential’ which defines the strain energy stored in the material per unit of reference 
volume as a function of the strain at that point in the material. Deformation gradient is 











F , (5.1) 
where X  is a material point in the reference configuration, x  is the current position 
of the point, and u  is the displacement. Both x and u  are a function of time. The 







IC ,  (5.2) 
where U is the strain energy per unit of reference volume, C  and D  are material 
parameters. 1I  and J are the strain invariants of the deviatoric left Cauchy-Green 
deformation tensor which is defined by 
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5.1.2 Material Stiffness Estimation  
 
The continuum is first discretized into a number of elements and each material 
parameter is an unknown variable. The displacement within an element can be 
approximated by 
     
euxNxu )()(  ,  (5.5) 
where  eu is the element nodal displacement vector, )(xN  is the shape function 
matrix. Strain tensor is calculated using 
        
ee uBuxNLx  )()( ,  (5.6) 
where  L  is a differential operation matrix;  B is the strain matrix. D  represents the 
soft tissue compressibility and is assumed to be constant over the entire domain for 
simplification. The left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor is a function of strain, 
therefore, the material tangential elasticity matrix can be written as 
 
     )(1)( 21  f
D
fCET  .  (5.7) 
The element tangential stiffness matrix can be expressed as  
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K 2 are the respective reference element tangential stiffness matrices 
associated with a unit material parameters. 
eC is the material parameter of the 


















f and }{ 2
e
f are the respective reference element internal force vectors 
associated with a unit material parameters.  
 
Reduced Gauss integration and isoparametric coordinates mapping are used to 
calculate the integrations and element shape functions. The global force vector is 
obtained through an assembling process over the entire domain. Boundary conditions 
need to be incorporated during this assembling process. Similar to forward FE 
analysis, ‘fixed’ boundary degree of freedoms (DOF) are removed from the system 
equations. By defining an element assembly matrix ][ eH , the ‘fixed’ boundary DOFs 
can be eliminated in the inverse problem. Each DOF is assigned an index i ,
dni ...2,1 , 
where
dn is the total system DOF. For each element e , an 
e
dd nn * element assembly 
matrix ][ eH is defined, where 
e
dn  is the DOF of a single element. The entries of ][
eH  
is 1eijH , if the jth  DOF of the element is assigned the ith  system DOF and not a 
‘fixed’ boundary DOF. Otherwise, 0eijH . When constructing the global internal 
force vector, a material parameter selective vector }{ eG  needs to be defined. For the 
ith  element, }{ ieG is defined as ij
e
j
iG  . After the DOFs corresponding to the ‘fixed’ 
















e   ,(5.10) 
where ][ eH  is an element assembly mapping matrix, }{ eG is a material parameter 
selective matrix, and }{ 1F and }{ 2F are global reference internal force vector 
associated with unit material parameters respectively. After assembling, the global 








FCF  ,  (5.11) 
where }{P is external force vector.  
 
The dimension of vector ][ 1F and ][ 2F  is ed nn  . The dimensions of }{C and }{P  are 
1en  and 1dn  respectively. In other words, there are dn  equations and en  unknowns 
in the system. If 
ed nn  , there is not enough spatial information for material 
parameter reconstruction problem. In this situation, the solution is generally not 
unique. Extra displacement tracking points or a prior known material parameter is 
required to derive a unique solution. If 
ed nn  , which rarely happens, }{C can be 








FPFC  ,  (5.12) 
when ][ 1F  is non-singular. In most cases, ed nn  , by minimizing the global force 








FPFFFC TT  ,  (5.13) 
when ][][ 11 FF
T  is non-singular. If the matrix ][][ 11 FF
T  is singular, the solution will 
not be unique. New displacement tracking points or remeshing of the FE model is 
required to solve this problem. 
 
5.1.3 LM Optimization 
 
In FE analysis, hyperelastic nonlinear problem is usually solved through an iterative 
procedure. Traction boundary condition is applied using an incremental method. The 





dependency property of the hyperelastic model. Since the stiffness matrix in (8) is 
used to estimate the incrementally changing tangential stiffness matrix, the material 
parameter calculated by (13) is only an estimation of the true material stiffness 
distribution. This estimation then serves as the initial guess of the LM optimization 
algorithm to calculate the material stiffness distribution. 
 
Unknown Neo-Hookean material parameters are determined by minimizing the least-
square difference between the simulated nodal displacement field and the measured 










,  (5.14) 
Where C is the material parameter to be optimized, ju1 , ju2 are the measured 
displacement vectors in x and y direction respectively, ju1ˆ , ju2ˆ are the simulated 
displacement vectors, and n is the total number of nodes in the system.  
 
Finite difference approximation is usually used to calculate the Jacobian matrix J . 
The forward FE analysis has to be solved repeatedly by slightly perturbing one 
material parameter in each forward FE analysis. If there are N elements in the FE 
model, the forward FE analysis has to be solved N times to obtain the Jacobian matrix
J . In order to improve the computational efficiency of the algorithm, we introduce a 
new algorithm to calculate the Jacobian matrix directly. Consider a FE model with 
linear material, the FE equilibrium equation reads 
 fKu  , and thus fKu
1 .  (5.15) 








































 , (5.16)  
where i =1,2…N is the element number, 
iC is the material parameter of ith  element, 
K is the global stiffness matrix, f is the global nodal force vector, ][ 1
iK is the 
derivative of element stiffness matrix with respect to the ith elemental material 
parameter, and ][ eH is the element assembly mapping matrix.  
 
],,[][ 21 NJJJJ  .  (5.17) 
The Jacobian matrix J can be estimated directly by substituting the stiffness matrix
K with tangential stiffness matrix TK . Computational efficiency of the algorithm is 
greatly improved with this method. 
 
5.2 Performance Evaluation 
 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, two experiments with 
different strain levels and inclusion geometries were performed with example models 
as shown in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-4. Different levels of noise were added to the 
input displacement field to test the noise sensitivity of our method. Plain strain 









5.2.1 Rectangular Inclusion under Small Strain Level 
 
 
Figure 5-1. FE model. (a) Geometry and boundary conditions, (b) FE mesh 
 
The two shadowed regions in the model represented the hard inclusions embedded 
within the softer homogeneous background. Neo-Hookean model was used in the 
analysis. In the forward FE analysis, material parameter D  was set to 2E-7Pa-1 while 
material parameter C  of the hard inclusions and soft background were set to 7E5Pa 
and 5E5Pa respectively. Uniform pressure load of 1kPa was applied onto the top 
surface. Both horizontal and vertical DOF of bottom surface were constrained. Each 
hard inclusion was divided into 16 elements and the entire domain was divided into 
446 elements with 487 nodes. Quadrilateral element type CPE4R was used throughout 
the domain. Both material nonlinearity and geometric nonlinearity were considered in 
a static step. 
 
 
Figure 5-2. Contours of the normal strain in the vertical direction 
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In order to examine the numerical consistency of the proposed algorithm, the nodal 
displacement field calculated in the forward FE analysis was used for elasticity 
reconstruction. Simulation was performed under small strain level. Figure 5-2 shows 
the contour of the vertical normal strain without mesh on the deformed shape.  
 
An estimation of the material stiffness distribution was first calculated using the 
method described in section 5.2. Final solution was obtained after LM optimization 
with this estimation as the initial guess. Results including 3D and side elevations of 







Figure 5-3. Reconstruction results. (a1) Estimated parameters (initial guess) with exact displacement 
data, (a2) final parameters with exact displacement data, (b1) estimated parameters (initial guess) with 
 1% noise added to exact displacement data, (b2) final parameters (initial guess) with  1% noise 
added to exact displacement data, (c1) estimated parameters (initial guess) with  3% noise added to 
exact displacement data, (c2) final parameters with  3% noise added to exact displacement data 
 
The proposed algorithm recovered the exact material stiffness distribution using the 
exact displacement field. The error in the final solution will eventually become 
negligible with a harsher convergence condition. In practice, the available 
displacement field data always suffers from a certain level of noise. In order to 
evaluate the noise sensitivity of the algorithm, random noise was added to all the 
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component of the exact displacement field. The noise was defined as )1( exactinput uu , 
where inputu  was the noise-impaired data. Displacement field with random noise of 
level  1% and  3% were tested and convergence occurs within an average error of 
2.32% and 3.26% of the known parameters respectively. Objective cost and relative 
error of the reconstructed material parameters are shown in Table 5-1. Compared to 
the initial estimation, better material reconstruction was obtained after the LM 
optimization. For reconstruction using data with  3% noise, the final solution was the 
same as that of the initial guess. In this case, the optimization procedure did not 
improve upon the initial guess due to the noise. 
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5.2.2 Circular Inclusion under Large Strain Level 
 
 





A circular and ellipsoidal inclusion was modeled with material parameter C  set to be 
7E5Pa and 5E5Pa respectively. Material parameter C of the soft background was 
3E5Pa. Material parameter D  was chosen to be 2E-7Pa-1 Uniform pressure load of 
200kPa was applied onto the left surface. Both horizontal and vertical DOF of the 
right surface were constrained. The entire domain was divided into 388 elements with 
423 nodes. Quadrilateral element type CPE4R was used throughout the domain. Both 
material nonlinearity and geometric nonlinearity were considered in a static step. The 
model reached a maximum normal strain level of 12%. Figure 5-5 shows the contour 
of the strain in the horizontal direction on the deformed shape.  
 
 
Figure 5-5. Contour of the normal strain in the horizontal direction 
 
The proposed algorithm recovered the exact material stiffness distribution using the 
exact displacement field.  Displacement data with random noise of  0.5% was 
tested. Final stiffness distribution was obtained after the LM optimization. Results 
including 3D and side elevations of the material stiffness distribution are shown in 
Figure 5-6. Objective cost and relative error of the reconstructed material parameters 
are shown in Table 5-2. The result showed that the proposed algorithm performed 
well in large strain level. 
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5.2.3 Computational Time 
 
The proposed algorithm was implemented using Matlab while the FE problem was 
solved using Abaqus based on customized Python scripts. The code was run on a 
workstation with a 2.4GHz dual core Intel CPU and 2GB of main memory. For 
comparison, the two models in section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 were performed using a pure 
optimization method with a uniform initial guess of 6E5Pa. Execution time of our 
method was compared to that of the pure optimization method under the same 
convergence condition. The result is shown in Table 5-3. 
 
Table 5-3. Computational time, Method 1: Proposed method. Method 2: Pure Optimization method 
(uniform initial guess, finite difference to calculated Jacobian matrix) 
Methods Model in section 5.2.1 Model in section 5.2.2 
Iteration Number Execution time Iteration Number Execution time 
Method 1 8 5min 6 3min 
Method 2 16 >6 hours 10 >6 hours 
  
The proposed method converged faster than that of the pure optimization method. 
This is because an estimated initial guess from our method is closer to the true 
solution than the uniform initial guess. Since Jacobian matrix is calculated directly, 






Figure 5-6. Reconstruction results. (a1) Estimated parameters (initial guess) with exact displacement 
data, (b1) final parameters with exact displacement data, (a2) estimated parameters (initial guess) with 
 0.5% noise added to exact displacement data, (b2) final parameters with  0.5% noise added to exact 
displacement data 
 
5.3 Application on Human Lower Leg 
 
The proposed method was tested using measured displacement field from MR tagged 
images. In the experiments, MR compatible actuator was designed to deform soft 
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tissue (Fu et al., 2011). A volunteer’s lower leg was indented using a MR compatible 
actuator while the indentation force was recorded by a force sensor. A tagged MR 
image of human lower leg under indentation and boundary conditions for FE analysis 
are shown in Figure 5-7(a) and Figure 5-7(b) respectively. Displacement field was 
calculated from tagged MR image as illustrated in Figure 5-8(a) and Figure 5-8(b). 
The bones were modeled as rigid body. The entire domain was divided into 865 
elements with 898 nodes. Triangular element type CPE3 and Quadrilateral element 
type CPE4R were used in the domain. Some nodal displacements were not considered 
in the optimization process since these nodal displacements were poorly measured. 
Only nodal displacements that were measured with high fidelity were the input of the 
proposed algorithm.  
 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 5-7. Images of human lower leg. (a) MR image, white circle represents the indenter, blue arrow 







 (a) (b) 
Figure 5-8. Measured displacement field with FE mesh.(a) Horizontal displacement, (b) vertical 
displacement. Unit: mm 
 
Figure 5-9 shows the elasticity distribution of the human lower leg at rest computed 
using our method. The elasticity was uniformly distributed over the leg domain except 
for the region indicated by rectangle. Since the deformation in the rectangle is 
hindered by the bone, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the measured displacement in 
this region is low. The large elasticity variation in this region is due to the low SNR. 
The average shear modulus of the leg muscle was 5.53kPa which was comparable to 
the results reported by Bensamoun SF et al (2006). 
 
 




5.4 Discussions and Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, a new material parameter reconstruction method is proposed for 
hyperelastic material models by combining the FE-based direct inverse method and 
nonlinear optimization method. The FE-based direct inverse method provides an 
estimation of the true material parameter distribution. This estimation serves as the 
initial guess of LM optimization algorithm. Direct calculation of Jacobian matrix is 
proposed to improve the computational efficiency of the LM optimization algorithm. 
Both numerical consistency and noise sensitivity of the proposed method are tested in 
its application to solve 2D plain strain problems. The proposed method was also 
verified using different inclusion shapes under different strain levels. Computer 
simulation results show that our method is computationally efficient, and is accurate 
for determining the material parameter distribution. The improved computational 
efficiency can be attributed to both estimated initial guess that is close to the true 
material parameter distribution and direct calculation of the Jacobian matrix. 
 
If the exact displacement field obtained by forward FE analysis is used, material 
stiffness can be recovered totally after the optimization process. When the data were 
contaminated with random noise, exact solution to material parameter }{C may not 
exist. For nonlinear material property, the system tangential matrix is strain-dependent. 
Since the calculation of strain involves differentiation of the measured displacement 
field, the differentiation may magnify the effect of the noise. The solution may 
diverge from the known solution due to the noise. It is important to introduce 
additional constraints to regularize the optimization process. Prior knowledge of the 






Although Neo-Hookean model has been used to model biological soft tissue in this 
algorithm, other polynomial hyperelastic models such as Mooney-Rivlin model can 
also be used. In this study, an example of pure compression is applied and plane strain 
condition is assumed for material reconstruction. Reduced integration is adopted. 
Since reduced integration may sometimes give poor results, full integration can be 
implemented if necessary. Although quadrilateral element is used throughout the FE 
model in this study, mixed element type meshing can be used in the proposed 
algorithm. Higher order elements can be used within the field of interest to improve 
the accuracy of FE model (Pathmanathan et al., 2009). For different element type, 
different number of integration points should be used accordingly. This algorithm can 
be readily extended to 3D by using 3D formulations of the system equilibrium 
equations. 
 
Our experimental results on a human lower leg demonstrated that the proposed 
method is clinically viable. The material reconstruction algorithm was implemented 
using Matlab and Abaqus. There is a tight coupling between the Matlab codes and 
customized Abaqus subroutines written in Python scripts. The Matlab codes could be 
easily replaced with a more efficient programming language such as C or C++. The 
direct computation of the Jacobian matrix should be implemented in an efficient 
manner especially for FE models with a large number of elements. The Python 
scripting language is a convenient way of controlling the FE solution process in 
Abaqus. Nevertheless, FE solvers other than Abaqus could also be used.  
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CHAPTER 6      MODELING OF PORCINE LIVER TISSUE 
INDENTATION 
 
Accurate modeling of biological tissue characteristics is important for medical 
simulation. High fidelity models are required in surgical simulators to accurately 
simulate realistic tool-tissue interactions incorporating haptic feedback and soft tissue 
deformation during surgery. Mechanical characterization of soft biological tissue such 
as liver tissue is highly beneficial in the management of liver diseases (Hawkes et al., 
2003). 
 
In order to measure the quantitative responses of soft tissues, numerous techniques 
including compression (Sakuma et al., 2003; Hu and Desai et al., 2004; Chui et al., 
2004; Rosen et al., 2008), indentation (Carter et al., 2001; Tay et al., 2006; Samur et 
al., 2007) and aspiration (Mazza et al., 2006; 2007; Nava et al., 2003; 2008) have 
been explored. Hu and Desai (2004) performed compression experiments on samples 
of porcine livers. Chui et al. (2004) performed cycle of compression and elongation of 
porcine liver samples and propose a combined logarithmic and polynomial 
constitutive equation for liver tissue modeling. Samur et al. (2003) developed a 
robotic indenter to measure soft tissue property with indentation up to 8mm. A hand-
held instrument for aspiration experiments is developed by Vuskovic (2001) to 
measure the mechanical responses of a human uterine cervix and liver.  
 
In soft tissue deformation, the tissue is subjected to compression, tension and shear. 
Liver tissue behavior in one deformation mode is considerately different from that of 





both its compressive and tensile characteristics of the soft tissue. However, 
indentation is usually simulated using material parameters derived from either sample 
compression or elongation test. This method is inaccurate since only compressive or 
tensile characteristic is considered. Even though material parameters determined from 
indentation tests (Delalleau et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2008; Namani and Simha, 2009) 
incorporate both behaviors, they are prone to variation according to different indenter 
shapes, indentation depth and experimental conditions (Ahn and Kim, 2010; Liu et al., 
2004; Gao et al., 2010) calibrated liver tissue property by performing pure shear, 
unconfined compression and uniaxial tension tests. Nevertheless, the results were not 
verified through actual 3D deformation tests.    
 
An objective of our study is to realistically simulate the deformation of liver tissue 
under large indentation. Rigid flat-ended cylindrical indenter was used in this study. 
In vitro indentation was modeled using an axisymmetric FE model with tissue 
material represented by a 5-constants Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic model. Abaqus 
which is commercially available FE software is used in the study. Material parameters 
were derived from uniaxial stress-strain data of compressions, elongations, and cycle 
of compression and then elongation of porcine liver samples respectively using 
inverse FE method. In vitro indentation tests were performed to validate the FE 
simulation. Stress-strain data from the simulation with material parameters derived 
from cycle of compression and then elongation match the experimental data best. We 
demonstrated that more accurate simulation result can be achieved by using a 
hyperelastic model with material parameters determined from combined compression 




6.1 Soft Tissue Loading Experiments 
6.1.1 Compression and Tensile Test 
 
Uniaxial stress-strain data were obtained from in vitro experiments on 20 porcine 
livers for compressions, elongations and cycle of compression and then elongation. 
There were about 70 cylindrical samples, with diameter 7 mm and varying height (4-
11 mm). Force and displacement were measured during the loading test by an Eztest 
precision instrument. This instrument had a resolution of ±1% and could support 
loading rates ranged from 0.5 to 1000 mm per minute. We used a load cell that was 
capable of measuring a force up to 20 N. Details of this experiment can be found in 
Chui et al. (2004). 
 
6.1.2 Indentation Test 
 
An indentation test similar to that of compression and tensile test in Section 2.1 was 
performed to validate FE simulation of indentation. A snap shot the indentation 
experiment was shown in Figure 6-1. Porcine liver tissue sample was harvested from 
fresh porcine liver. The sample was contained in a cylindrical glass container during 
experimentation. The volume and weight of liver sample were 120 ml and 136 g 
respectively. A probe of with diameter of 5mm was used in the indentation test. The 
standard test rate was 10 mm/min - the same as that of our compression and 







Figure 6-1. Snap shot of indentation experiment 
 
6.2 Hyperelastic Models 
 
A well-known approach for studying hyperelastic constitutive relationships of bodies 
capable of finite deformation is to postulate that elasticity has the form of an elastic 
potential energy, or strain energy function . The strain energy for an elastic body is a 
function of the state of deformation. Various hyperelastic strain energy functions were 
developed in both conventional mechanical engineering and biomechanical 
engineering communities. 
 
Soft tissue is assumed to be fully incompressible in this study. The simplest isotropic 
energy model is Neo-Hooken model: 
 
)3( 11  ICW   (6.1) 
A commonly used model is the 2-constants Mooney-Rivlin model: 
 
)3()3( 2211  ICICW   (6.2) 
However, simple hyperelastic models, e.g. the Neo-Hookean and the 2-constants 
Mooney-Rivlin, cannot provide acceptable curve fitting during soft tissue modeling at 
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large strains. The Neo-Hookean model is only accurate for strains less than 20% 





132211 )3()3)(3()3()3()3(  ICIICICICICW  (6.3) 
 
6.3 Material Parameters Estimation 
 
Material parameters are often calculated by fitting the theoretical-derived stress-strain 
curves with experimental curves. However, material parameter calculated by this 
method may be inaccurate since this method does not represent the actual 
experimental conditions. For example, if uniaxial stress-strain data is provided, stress 
and strain are only considered in one direction. Inverse FE method incorporating the 
realistic experimental conditions is used to calculate the material parameters in this 
study.  
 
6.3.1 FE Simulation of Porcine Liver Sample Testing 
 
An axisymmetric FE model was built to simulate the porcine liver sample testing 
experiment. The FE model was divided into 559 nodes and 510 axisymmetric 
elements (CAX4RH). Since the tissue sample was glued to attachment at both ends in 
the experiment, the bottom of the FE model was fixed in both X and Y directions. 
Abaqus curve fitting tool can estimate material parameters by curve fitting the 
theoretical stress with experimental data. Three sets of hyperelastic parameters were 
first calibrated by Abaqus curve fitting tool using uniaxial stress-strain data of 
compressions, elongations, and cycle of compression and then elongation respectively. 





The model was first compressed to a maximum strain of 0.7 and then elongated to a 
maximum strain of 1.4. For illustration, contours of the von Mises stress are shown 
for compression and elongation (Figure 6-2).  
 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 6-2. Contours of von Mises stress of liver sample testing. (a) Compression, (b) elongation 
 
6.3.2 Inverse FE Characterization 
 
Using the material parameters calibrated by Abaqus curve fitting tool, simulated 
stress-strain curves were obtained for compressions, elongations and cycle of 
compression and then elongation respectively. We can observe that the simulated 
stress-strain curve does not correspond well with the experimental data (Figure 6-4, 
Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6). A LM optimization procedure was performed to minimize 
the error between the simulated stress data and the experimental stress data. The 






2)()(R   (6.4) 
where the trues , simus  and n  are experimental stress, simulated stress and number of 





Figure 6-3. Flow chart of the inverse FE optimization algorithm 
 
Another three sets of material parameters were obtained after optimization for 
compressions, elongations, and cycle of compression and then elongation respectively. 
Simulated stress-strain curves were plotted together with experimental stress-strain 
curves. Better correspondence can be observed with material parameters calculated by 
the inverse FE method than that of material parameters calculated using Abaqus curve 
fitting tool. Standard error was the RMSE due to the difference between simulated 
stress and experimental stress. Calculated material parameters and RMSE are shown 
in Table 6-1. The RMSE with parameters derived by inverse FE method is on average 







Figure 6-4. Stress-strain curves of combined sample compression and elongation. (a) Experimental data, 
(b) simulation with material parameters derived by inverse FE method, (c) simulation with material 
parameters derived by Abaqus curve fitting tool 
 
 
Figure 6-5. Stress-strain curves of sample compression. (a) Experimental data, (b) simulation with 
material parameters derived by inverse FE method, (c) simulation with material parameters derived by 





Figure 6-6. Stress-strain curves of sample elongation. (a) Experimental data, (b) simulation with 
material parameters derived by inverse FE method, (c) simulation with material parameters derived by 
Abaqus curve fitting tool 
 
6.4 Simulation of Liver Tissue Indentation 
 
In vitro porcine liver indentation was simulated using an axisymmetric FE model 
(Figure 6-7(a)). Axisymmetric elements CAX4RH and CAX3H were used in the 
modeling. The indenter was modeled as an analytical rigid body with a flat-ended 
cylindrical shape 5mm in diameter. A ‘contact pair’ was used to model the contact 
between indenter and soft tissue. The indenter is modeled as ‘master’ surface while 
the soft tissue is modeled as ‘slave’. An indentation depth of 1cm is applied. A 
tangential friction coefficient of 0.8 was used to simulate the contact friction between 
the soft tissue and the indenter. The bottom was constrained in the y direction while 
the edge was constrained in the x direction. Enhanced hourglass control was used to 
prevent zero-energy mode in simulation. For illustration, the deformed contour is 
shown in Figure 6-7(b). We observe that neither serious penetration nor zero-energy 







 (a)  (b) 
Figure 6-7. FE model. (a) FE mesh and model size, (b) stress contour on deformed mesh 
 
Simulation was performed using the six sets of parameters obtained in the previous 
section. Simulated indentation stress-strain curves were compared with the 
experimental stress-strain curves (Figure 6-8). Figure 6-8 was zoomed to show the 
result more clearly (Figure 6-9). RMSE was calculated for all six sets of material 
parameters (Table 6-1). Stress-strain data from the simulation with material 
parameters derived from cycle of compression and then elongation match the 
experimental data best. 
 
The RMSE from indentation with parameters derived from combined compression 
and elongation cycle is 15.81 times smaller than that of elongation and 1.53 times 
smaller than that of compression. Indentation is subject to both components of tissue 
compression and elongation and is dominated by the component of tissue 
compression. This agrees well with the fact that the reduction of RMSE on 





Figure 6-8. Stress-strain curves of indentation. (a) Experimental data, (b) simulation with material 
parameters derived from combined sample compression and elongation data using Abaqus curve fitting 
tool, (c) simulation with material parameters derived from combined sample compression and 
elongation data using inverse FE method, (d) simulation with material parameters derived from sample 
compression data using Abaqus curve fitting tool, (e) simulation with material parameters derived from 
sample compression data using inverse FE method, (f) simulation with material parameters derived 
from sample elongation data using Abaqus curve fitting tool, (g) simulation with material parameters 
derived from sample elongation data using inverse FE method 
 
 
Figure 6-9. Stress-strain curves of indentation. (a) Experimental data, (b) simulation with material 
parameters derived from combined sample compression and elongation data using Abaqus curve fitting 
tool, (c) simulation with material parameters derived from combined sample compression and 
elongation data using inverse FE method, (d) simulation with material parameters derived from sample 
compression data using Abaqus curve fitting tool, (e) simulation with material parameters derived from 









Table 6-1. Parameters of Mooney-Rivlin (five constants) and RMSEs for liver tissue sample testing and 
indentation 
 
6.5 Discussions and Conclusion 
 
Most medical simulation systems are based on material parameters derived from 
either pure sample compression or pure sample elongation. However, soft tissue 
deformation is subject to both compression and tension. Liver tissue behavior in one 
deformation mode is considerately different from that of other modes. We verify that 
a combined compression and elongation stress-strain data can be used to obtain better 
simulation results through an indentation simulation test.  
 
An objective of our study is to realistically simulate the deformation of liver tissue 
under large indentation. Liver tissue indentation was modeled using an axisymmetric 
FE model. A 5-constants Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic model is used to represent the 
mechanical properties of porcine liver tissue. The material parameters were derived 
from uniaxial stress-strain data of compressions, elongations, and cycle of 
compression and then elongation of porcine liver samples using inverse FE method. 
In vitro indentation tests were performed to validate the FE simulation. Simulation 
results show that the material parameters determined from cycle of compression and 
 
 
Uniaxial deformation type 





















5 Constants (Pa) 
1C  
1217.6 863.5 -397.6 1103.2 286.9 242.3 
2C  
-854.7 -584.6 607.7 -1135.6 -96.8 -53.4 
3C  
5029.8 3228.7 77387.0 75227.0 1926.0 4140.1 
4C  
-9476.4 -6228.9 -176837.8 -178940.0 -4164.4 -8583.5 
5C  
5204.8 3328.6 101733.5 106010.0 2649.1 4419.6 
RMSE of Sample testing (Pa) 931.4 35.7 356.8 12.8 419.8 50.7 
RMSE of Indentation (Pa) 12156.3 8608.6 88672.0 103492.7 6667.3 5609.5 
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then elongation give the best simulation result in modeling porcine liver tissue 
indentation. 
 
The demonstration of this hypothesis that the application of experimental data from 
uniaxial compression and then elongation is adequate for simulating the 3D 
deformation of soft tissue is important. Biaxial loading experiment is difficult to be 
performed. The properties of soft tissue sample could be affected by its preparation 
for loading test. However, there are obvious limitations on application of uniaxial 
loading data for 3D deformation. Finite element method and combined cycle of 
compression and elongation is a viable approach for realistic simulation of soft tissue 
deformation.    
 
We attempted to further minimize the error between experiment and simulation result 
by using other incompressible hyperelastic models. Despite the additional simulations, 
it was difficult to obtain better results. However, accuracy of the simulation can be 
further improved by considering soft tissue anisotropy, compressibility or FE model 
refinement. Although linear element is used in this study, higher order elements can 
be used within the field of interest to improve the accuracy of FE model. Despite the 
limitations, the proposed simulation method provides two basic uses in medical 
simulators. First, accurate deformations and tool-tissue interaction forces can be 
computed. Second, the soft tissue characterization method proposed here could be 
used as a reference to evaluate the accuracy of soft tissue characterization methods 
under different deformation modes (e.g. confined/unconfined equibiaxial compression 





CHAPTER 7      PROBABILISTIC MODELING OF PORCINE 
LIVER TISSUE FOR DEFORMATION STUDIES 
 
Understanding mechanical property of liver is important for tumor diagnosis, surgery 
planning and medical simulation. In order to quantitatively measure the responses of 
soft tissues, numerous techniques, including sample compression (Chui et al., 2004; 
2007; Hu and Desai, 2004; Rosen et al., 2008), indentation (Carter et al., 2001; Tay et 
al., 2006; Samur et al., 2007) and aspiration (Nava et al., 2003; 2008; Mazza et al., 
2006; 2007;) have been explored. Chui et al. performed compression and elongation 
of porcine liver samples and proposed a combined logarithmic and polynomial 
constitutive equation for liver tissue modeling (Chui et al., 2004). Samur et al. 
developed a robotic indenter to measure soft tissue property with indentation up to 
8mm (Samur et al., 2007). A hand-held instrument for aspiration experiments is 
developed by Vuskovic to measure the mechanical responses of a human uterine 
cervix and liver (Vuskovic, 2001). Though various techniques have been explored to 
estimate liver tissue property, it remains challenging to accurately determine material 
parameters for practical liver tissue deformation simulation.  
 
A number of diverting stress-strain curves are usually measured from loading tests of 
many liver tissue samples. There are two main reasons for the diverting measurements 
of liver tissue stress-strain data. Firstly, different liver tissue samples are subjected to 
inherent stiffness variations due to their different anatomic microstructures. Secondly, 
there are noises during experiments which may lead to inconsistent measurements of 
stress and strain data. Soft tissue material parameters are often derived from the 
average stress-strain curve. However, it is important to incorporate the inherent 
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stiffness variations of liver tissue in the constitutive model for accurate simulation of 
liver tissue deformation.  
 
Probabilistic uncertainty analysis which quantifies the effect of input random 
variables on model outputs is hypothesized to be a plausible approach to model the 
inherent stiffness variations of liver tissue. Probabilistic uncertainty analysis is 
increasingly applied in biomechanics and orthopedics to account for variability and 
uncertainty in material properties, geometry and dynamics of biological hard tissue 
(Laz and Browne, 2009). To our best knowledge, there is no report on the application 
of probabilistic analysis in soft tissue characterization and deformation simulation.  
 
In this chapter, we propose a nondeterministic approach to model the inhomogeneity, 
specifically the stiffness variations of porcine liver tissue under compression. Uniaxial 
stress-strain data were obtained from in vitro loading experiments of 70 porcine liver 
tissue samples. The biological tissue is highly inhomogeneous with diverting stress-
strain curves. Experimental strain values at a specific stress were assumed to vary 
according to a normal distribution, and Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic constitutive 
equation was used to represent the average stress-strain relationship of porcine liver 
tissue. The material parameters of the constitutive equation were expressed as a 
statistical function with normal distribution. Mean and standard deviation of these 
material parameters were determined using inverse FE method and inverse mean-
value first-order second-moment (IMVFOSM) method respectively. Computer 
simulation based on direct Monte-Carlo (MC) method was used to verify the 
nondeterministic approach. Simulated cumulative distribution function (CDF) 





material parameters were able to model the stress-strain curves from separate liver 
tissue compression tests. Stress-strain data from these new tests are within three 
standard deviations from mean  3 , 3     μ μ  predicted using the 
nondeterministic material parameters. 
 
7.1 Nondeterministic Material Parameter Estimation 
 
Consider a structural problem where uncertain parameters are characterized by a 
random variable vector  
T
1 2, nX X XX . Assume that the performance function is 
( )Y g X . The CDF of can be calculated by a multi-dimensional integral, 




F y P Y y f

    X X , (7.1)  
where is the joint probability density function of random variables . Various 
probabilistic uncertainty analysis techniques have been proposed to obtain the solution 
to this integration in the last decades (Hasofer and Lind, 1974; Zhao et al., 2003; Huang 
and Du, 2008).  
 
Deformation of liver tissue sample is regarded as a structural problem that can be 
studied using a nondeterministic method. Forward FE analysis was utilized as the 
performance function, 
 
( )FEg  C ,  (7.2)  
where  is the strain,   
T
1 2 5,C C CC is the hyperelastic material parameter vector. 
Outputs of the performance function, mean  and standard deviation  of the 
experimental strain values, are known while input variables of the performance function, 
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the hyperelastic material parameter vector C , are unknown. In order to determine the 
material parameter vector C from the experimental strain  , we are solving an inverse 
problem of conventional probabilistic uncertainty analysis which quantifies the effect of 
input random variables on model outputs.  
 
This section introduces a nondeterministic approach to determine material parameters 
from the diverting stress-strain curves. Mean values of the material parameters were 
determined using inverse FE method. The standard deviations of the material 
parameters were estimated using an IMVFOSM method. 
 
7.1.1 Liver Tissue Sample Loading Tests 
 
Uniaxial stress-strain data of compression were obtained from in vitro experiments on 
70 cylindrical samples from 20 porcine livers. Force and displacement were measured 
during the loading test by an Eztest precision instrument. This instrument had a 
resolution of ±1% and could support loading rates ranged from 0.5 to 1000 mm per 
minute. A load cell that was capable of measuring a force up to 20 N has been used. In 
this study, we refer to stress and strain in the Lagrangian sense. The stress is the load 
divided by the cross-sectional area of the sample at zero-stress state. The compression 
ratio is the ratio of the length or height of the sample compressed under the load divided 
by the initial length at the zero-stress state. Details of this experiment can be found in 
(Chui et al., 2004).  
 
Experimental strain under a certain stress is assumed to vary according to normal 



















  , (7.3)  
where is the experimental strain value and is the number of experimental strain values. 
Figure 7-1 shows the minimum, mean and maximum experimental stress-strain curves 
from uniaxial compression of porcine liver tissue samples. Probability density functions 
(PDF) of the strain values have been plotted at certain stress values to illustrate the 
normal distribution of strain values. 
 
 
Figure 7-1. Stress-strain curves from uniaxial compression measurements with porcine liver tissue. (─) 
Mean, (-.) maximum and minimum values of strain. Normal distribution of strain values is indicated 
along horizontal bars 
 
7.1.2 Forward FE Analysis of Porcine Liver Sample Compression 
 
Soft tissue was assumed to be fully incompressible and was represented using a 5-
constant Mooney-Rivlin model: 
 
          
2 2
1 1 2 2 3 1 4 1 2 5 23 3 3 3 3 3W C I C I C I C I I C I             (7.4) 
where W  is the strain energy function,  1 5C C are the material parameters,  1I and 2I




Abaqus, a commercial solver, has been used to solve the forward FE problems to 
determine the simulated stress-strain relationship of live tissue compression. An 
axisymmetric FE model was constructed to simulate the cylindrical porcine liver 
sample compression experiments. The FE model has a total number of 559 nodes and 
510 axisymmetric (CAX4RH) elements. Since the tissue sample was glued to 
attachment at both ends in the experiments, the bottom surface was fixed in both x and 
y directions and the top surface was fixed in x direction. The sample was compressed to 
a maximum strain of 0.7. FE model and its boundary conditions are shown in Figure 7-
2(a), and contours of the von Mises stress are shown in Figure 7-2(b).  
 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 7-2. Liver sample compression simulation. (a) FE model and boundary conditions, (b) von Mises 
stress contour 
 
7.1.3 Mean of Material Parameters 
 
Initial material parameters were first estimated using Abaqus curve fitting tool which 
fits analytical stress-strain curve of the hyperelastic model to the average experimental 
stress-strain curve. LM optimization algorithm was implemented to minimize the error 





parameters were updated in each optimization step. Objective function of the 
optimization algorithm was defined by 
 









 C   (7.5) 
where C is the material parameter vector, itrueS , 
i
simuS  and n  are experimental stress, 
simulated stress and number of sampled stress values respectively.  
 
Flow chart of this inverse FE characterization method is shown in Figure 6-3. Mean 
value of material parameters were obtained after convergence of LM optimization. 
Forward FE analyses of liver tissue sample compression were performed with material 
parameters determined using Abaqus curve fitting tool and inverse FE characterization 
respectively. Simulated stress-strain curves were plotted together with experimental 
stress-strain curve in Figure 7-3. Simulated stress-strain curve with material parameters 
determined using inverse FE characterization better fits the experimental stress-strain 
curve than that of the material parameters determined using Abaqus curve fitting tool. 
Table 7-1 presents the material parameters and RMSE between the simulated stress and 
the corresponding experimental stress at specific strains. The RMSE with material 
parameters derived using inverse FE characterization is 26 times smaller than that of the 





Figure 7-3. Stress-stain curves of liver sample compression. (a) Mean curve of experimental data, (b) 
Simulated curve with material parameters derived using inverse FE optimization, (c) Simulated curve 
with material parameters derived using abaqus curve fitting tool 
 
Table 7-1. Estimated mean values of material parameters 
 
7.1.4 Standard Deviation of Material Parameters 
 
Using Taylor expansion, the performance function of Equation 7.2 is linearized at the 
mean values of material parameters: 
 























,C C C     Cμ  is the mean values of  
T
1 2 5,C C CC . Mean and 
standard deviation of simulated   can be estimated respectively by 
 
( )g  Cμ ,  (7.7)  
Uniaxial deformation type Compression 




mean values (Pa) 
1C  1217.6 863.5 
2C  -854.7 -584.6 
3C  5029.8 3228.7 
4C  -9476.4 -6228.9 
5C  5204.8 3328.6 
























,  (7.8)  
where 
iC
 is the standard deviation of material parameter  iC . The partial derivative 
/FE ig C  in this equation is numerically calculated using finite different method.  
 
With standard deviation  of the experimental strain values known, and /FE ig C   
determined above, we are solving an inverse problem of conventional probabilistic 
uncertainty analysis to determine
iC
 . Inverse mean-value first-order second-moment 
(IMVFOSM) method refers to this solution process.  
 
LM optimization method can be used to find 
iC
  that best meets Equation 7.8 along 
the stress-strain curve. The parameter estimation process can be simplified by 









 and -3000 Nm
-2
. The numerical solution process may cause matrix 
singularity, which causes the solution of iC  not exist or not unique. This may be 
overcome by assuming that the standard deviations of some of the parameters are zero. 
Table 7-2 shows an example set of nondeterministic material parameters. 
Alternatively, the problem of matrix singularity maybe reduced by evaluating 
Equation 7.8 at many instantaneous stress values. 
 
Table 7-2. Estimated nondeterministic material parameters of liver tissue 
Material parameters 
1C  2C  3C  4C  5C  
Mean
iC
 μ (Pa) 863.5 -584.6 3228.7 -6228.9 3328.6 
Standard deviation
iC




7.2 Verification using Monte Carlo Simulation 
 
 MC method is one of the commonly used sampling based methods (Mckay et al., 1979; 
Dey and Mahadevan, 1998; Ding et al., 1998; Moarefzadeh and Melchers, 1999; Helton and 
Davis, 2003). The MC methods belong to a class of computational algorithms which rely 
on repeated random sampling to compute their results. They are often used in computer 
simulation of physical and mathematical systems when it is infeasible to compute an 
exact result with a deterministic algorithm (Anderson, 1986). Result with high 
confidence could be obtained from sufficient number of simulations. Despite its 
computational inefficiency, MC simulation is frequently used to verify newly proposed 
probabilistic analysis methods.  
 
To verify the correctness of the nondeterministic material parameters estimation method, 
forward FE analyses described in section 7.1.2 were performed for 500 times with the 
material parameters displayed in Table 7-2. Strain CDFs obtained from MC simulations 













 were plotted together with the experimental CDFs in Figure 7-4. Within the 
interval [0.2, 0.8] of CDFs, the simulated strain CDFs correspond well with that of the 
experimental strain CDFs. There are some discrepancies between the simulated strain 
CDFs and the experimental strain CDFs within the interval [0, 0.2] and [0.8, 1]. This is 
because the proposed IMVFOSM approach only uses the first two moments of the 





















 from right to left. (--) Experimental CDFs, (─) CDFs from 500 FE evaluations 




Empirical rule or 3-sigma rule states that about 68% of values drawn from a normal 
distribution are within one standard deviation away from the mean; about 95% of the 
values lie within two standard deviations; and about 99.7% are within three standard 
deviations. The empirical rule is widely used in industrial products quality control. To 
determine soft tissue parameters, researchers need to deal with large amount of data 
from soft tissue loading tests. It is important to select useful data and delete inaccurate 
measurements from the dataset. In this study, the empirical rule is applied to evaluate 
the proposed method. 
  
New compression tests were performed on porcine liver tissue samples with height of 
10 mm and diameter of 14mm. There were a total of twenty stress-strain curves from 
the experiments. FE analysis was same as that described in section 7.1.2 with 
nondeterministic material parameters listed in Table 7-2. The model size was changed 
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in accordance to the sample size in the new tests. Simulated stress-strain curves were 
obtained and plotted together with the experimental mean stress-strain curves as shown 
in Figure 7-5. FE simulation results showed that experimental stress-strain curves of 
these new tests fall into the three standard deviation from the mean of the simulated 
strain. The results demonstrated that stress-strain data could be predicted using the 
nondeterministic material parameters. 
 
 
Figure 7-5. Stress-strain graphs. (─) Mean, (-.) maximum and minimum values of probabilistic FE 
simulation, (-◦) two average curves from separate liver tissue compression tests. Normal distribution of 
strain values is indicated along horizontal bars 
 














with material parameters in Table 7-2 are displayed in Table 7-3. 
 
Table 7-3. Simulated strain of normal distribution 
Stress(Nm
-2
) 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
Mean of strain  μ  0.8547 0.8011 0.7732 0.7541 0.7395 0.7277 







7.4 Discussions and Conclusion 
 
Uncertainties, including variations of soft tissue stiffness, loading conditions and 
boundary conditions present in the field of medical simulation. Probabilistic analysis 
can provide quantitative characterization of how an output measure is affected by these 
uncertainties of input variables. In addition, probabilistic analysis can provide valuable 
insight into the robustness of medical device designs and the associated range of 
possible outcomes. With better medical hardware and improving computational 
resources, it is expected that application of probabilistic analysis in medical field will 
continue to grow.  
 
Probabilistic uncertainty analysis has been used to investigate ultra-structural properties 
of bone which is modeled by mineral-collagen composite (Dong, 2009). Easley et al. 
performed probabilistic FE analysis for orthopedic applications (Easley, 2007). 
Probabilistic FE analysis is also used to evaluate knee replacement mechanics of knee 
wear simulator (Laz et al., 2006). Nevertheless, little work has been done on the 
probabilistic uncertainty analysis for liver tissue deformation simulation. The reason 
may be twofold. Firstly, for liver deformation simulation, it is very difficult to define 
proper boundary and loading conditions due to the complex interaction with 
surrounding anatomies in the abdomen. Secondly, there is a need for an accurate 
method of modeling the liver tissue, or biological soft tissue inhomogeneity. 
Probabilistic soft tissue characterization which provides systematic derivation of 
nondeterministic soft tissue parameters may be a feasible solution for modeling tissue 
inhomogeneity. We propose a nondeterministic approach to model liver tissue 




In probabilistic uncertainty analysis, it is difficult to obtain an analytical solution to the 
integration in Equation 7.1 due to both its nonlinear integration boundary and high 
dimensionality. Various probabilistic analysis techniques have been proposed to obtain 
the solution to this integration in the last decades. These techniques can roughly be 
categorized into three types: (1) sampling based methods, (2) moment matching 
methods, and (3) most probable point based methods (Huang and Du, 2008). The 
moment matching methods which only consider the first few moments of the variables 
distribution are often employed to simplify the problem. One commonly used method is 
the mean-value first order second moment (MVFOSM) approach, which employs the 
first order Taylor expansion at the mean values of random variables (Huang and Du, 
2008). Inspired by the MVFOSM approach, the nondeterministic material 
characterization approach was proposed using inverse FE method and IMVFOSM 
method. The correctness of our nondeterministic approach was verified through direct 
MC simulations. The calculated material parameters were validated using data from 
new compression tests of liver samples.  
 
We used a second order hyperelastic model, 5-constant Mooney-Rivlin model, to 
represent liver tissue because the second order polynomial equation is sufficient in 
modeling the diverting experimental stress-strain curves. Although incompressible 5-
constant Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic model is used throughout this study, the proposed 
method can be readily applied to other material models such as other constitutive 
models (Chui et al., 2004) and viscoelastic models (Yang et al., 2011). At a specific 
stress, experimental strains are assumed to vary according to normal distribution. We 





distribution to beta distribution. The beta distribution may better represent the 
experimental strain values distribution compared to that of normal distribution. 
 
Precise biomechanical measurement experiment of biological tissue was difficult to 
achieve. Minor inconsistencies in handling of the tissue samples will introduce 
significant errors to the experimental results. The environmental and instrumental 
noises cannot be prevented completely during experiments. The nondeterministic 
approach proposed may highlight the experimental data that are significantly different 
from the established norms, or the outliers.  
 
In conclusion, the proposed method is an effective and efficient method to 
systematically estimate nondeterministic material parameters from diverting stress-
strain data of liver tissue under compression. Our probabilistic uncertainty approach 
allows the inherent stiffness variations of biological soft tissue to be represented in a 




CHAPTER 8      CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Despite over twenty years of research and development in MRE, there are many 
challenging scientific problems to be resolved. We have proposed a framework of 
quasi-static MRE to solve some of these problems. The framework is shown in Figure 
8-1.  
 
Figure 8-1. Framework of quasi-static MRE 
 
1. Tagged MR Image Acquisition for Quasi-Static MRE 
 
A new imaging method for internal deformation tracking of soft tissue was presented 
in Chapter 3. Using a MR compatible actuator, we extend the use of tagged MRI 
sequence from myocardial tissue to other soft tissue. The actuator was synchronized 
with SPAMM imaging sequence using simulated ECG signal and motor controlling 





deformation since the SPAMM imaging sequence is available in almost every clinical 
MR scanner and there is no need to detect imaging gradient from MR gradient 
cabinet. Our experimental results demonstrated the feasibility of this image 
acquisition system for soft tissue motion tracking and strain imaging.  
 
2. Tagged MR Image Analysis 
 
In Chapter 4, we presented new tagged MR images processing techniques for quasi-
static MRE, myocardial diseases detections and cardiac function evaluations. Internal 
displacement field of soft tissue during deformation is required for the calculation of 
soft tissue elasticity distribution. Conventional harmonic phase (HARP) image 
processing technique is extended for large motion tracking during indentation using 
our image acquisition system. AWHARP which makes use of a local representation of 
the image spectra was proposed to help clinicians to detect LV abnormalities. 
AWHARP can determine displacement/strain images from tagged MR images 
accurately and efficiently. Results from our experiments with simulated tagged 
images and clinical MR images show that there is an improvement in performance 
with our method over the conventional HARP method.  
 
3. Inverse Elasticity Problems 
 
In Chapter 5, a new material parameter reconstruction method was proposed for 
hyperelastic material models by combining the FE-based direct inverse method and 
nonlinear optimization method. The FE-based direct inverse method provides an 
estimation of the true material parameter distribution. This estimation serves as the 
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initial guess of LM optimization algorithm. Direct calculation of Jacobian matrix was 
proposed to improve the computational efficiency of the LM optimization algorithm.  
 
Both numerical consistency and noise sensitivity of the proposed method were tested 
in its application to solve 2D plain strain problems. The proposed method was also 
verified using different inclusion shapes under different strain levels. Computer 
simulation results show that our method is computationally efficient, and is accurate 
for determining the material parameter distribution. The improved computational 
efficiency can be attributed to both estimated initial guess that is close to the true 
material parameter distribution and direct calculation of the Jacobian matrix. 
 
 
4. Modeling of Liver Tissue Indentation 
 
In Chapter 6, a new soft tissue characterization method was introduced for liver tissue 
indentation simulation. Many medical simulation systems model tissue mechanical 
properties using constitutive equation with material parameters derived from either 
pure sample compression or pure sample elongation. However, soft tissue 
deformation is subject to both compression and tension. Liver tissue behavior in one 
deformation mode is considerately different from that of other modes. We 
demonstrated in this thesis that a combined compression and elongation stress-strain 
data can be used to obtain better simulation results through an indentation simulation 
test. Material parameters were derived from uniaxial stress-strain data of 
compressions, elongations, and cycle of compression and then elongation of porcine 





validate the FE simulation. Simulation results show that the material parameters 
determined from cycle of compression and then elongation give the best simulation 
result in modeling porcine liver tissue indentation. Experimental data from uniaxial 
compression and then elongation may be adequate for simulating 3D deformation of 
soft tissue.  
 
5. Probabilistic FE Modeling of Liver Tissue 
 
In Chapter 7, a nondeterministic approach is proposed to model the inhomogeneity, 
specifically the stiffness variations of porcine liver tissue under compression. The 
biological tissue is highly inhomogeneous with diverting stress-strain curves. Material 
parameters of hyperelastic constitutive equation were expressed as a statistical 
function with normal distribution. Mean and standard deviation of these material 
parameters were determined using inverse FE method and IMVFOSM method 
respectively. Computer simulation based on direct MC method was used to verify the 
nondeterministic approach. Simulated CDFs corresponded well with that of the 
experimental stress-strain data. This method is an effective and efficient method to 
estimate nondeterministic material parameters from diverting stress-strain data of liver 
tissue under compression. 
 
With better imaging hardware and faster computers, quantitative elasticity imaging 
which relies on quantitative tissue characterization for routine clinical investigation is 
becoming a reality. However, to create a truly patient specific organ model for 
medical simulation with precise tissue mechanical properties derived from 
quantitative elasticity imaging remains a challenge. Unlike engineering materials, soft 
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tissue is highly nonlinear, anisotropic and non-homogeneous. A precise mathematical 
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